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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
United Press International

In Our !1st Year

Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, July 6, 1970

WEATHER REPORT Two Workshops
Planned Here
Usktod Prose I aterwatioaal

West Kentucky: Sunny today
and Tuesday and clear tonight.
Slow warming trend. Highs 80s
to low 90s Lows upper 50s to
mid 60s. Winds variable 5-10
mph.

10* Per Copy

Garrison Home is
Named Winner Of
Yard Of Month

Vol. LXXXXI No.

158

Sixteen killed In
Traffic _Accidents
4th
Over
In State
* *

Two decoupage workshops
will be held on Friday, July
17. from 400 p. m. until 7.
and Mrs. Junior Garrison
p. in. and on Saturday, July 18, Mr.
of
Dogwood Drive, Murray,
1218
o.
1:00
until
m.
a.
10:00
from
awarded the July Yard
been
have
Arts
Fine
252
m. in Room
plaque in the contest
Month
the
of
UniverBuilding,Murray State
EXTENDED FORECAST
sponsored by the Garden DepartA
sity.
International
by United Press
The workshops will be con- ment of the Murray Woman's
weather forecast
Extended
by Mrs. Kathy Ward, Club,
ducted
Sixteen persona were killed
for Kentucky Wednesday throEach month a yard is chosen
of this decoupage
developer
traffic accidents on state
In
ugh Friday:
Thomas Spoer- by undisclosed judges for this
over the long Indehighways
Pair Wedneeday. Partly clo- technique, and
Professor of Art, honor by the Garden Department
pendence Day Holiday, state
udy Thursday taxi Friday with nee Assistant
overall
the
said
judges
The
The
thundershowers Murray State University.
police reported today.
of
dunce
open to every- landscaping of the Garrison yard
Records show 13 persons
Thursday and mainly east Fri- workshops are
balanced,
including stu- is very good, is well
were killed over the July 4
day. Warm Wednesday thro- one interested
teachers; and a variety of species are used.
Holiday last year.
ugh Friday. Low in the upper dents, housewives, are welThe foundation planting is around
10 and up
The holiday weekend toll
Ws and low 70s. Highest in children
come when accompanied by a the entire house.
raised the state toll for the
tlhe upper fies and low 90s.
White rock and cotton seed The nation's Fourth of July year thus far In 485--comparparent_
Mrs. Ward has developed her mulch is used in all the beds holiday weekend traffic death toll e4 with e15 through this date
technique over the past five and area groupings of holly, aza- might finish under the National last year.
years of exploring the decoup- leas, red barberry, golden priv- Safety Council's minimum estimThe fatalities:
age process. She has sold her et, pyraratithae ivy, ajuda, and ate of 560, it appeared today.
WEST LIBERTY: Wayne Ferwort locally and to some of dwarf spreaders. Plants bloom- The council had estimated be- guson, 43, of R. R. 2, West
Mr. Gen* Gray, Kentucky's foremost Wilde% Artist, will be at Lake Barkley State Perk, Frithe nation's largest department ing now are geraniums and roses. ore the 78-hour holiday period Liberty, was killed Sunday
day, July IS, 1971, at ION p.m., Kenlake Stott Park, Saturday, July 11, 1170 at 1:00 p.m., and
stores. These two workshops
The main entrance to the home began that between 560 and 660 when the car in which he was
at Kentucky Dam Memo State Park, Sunday, July 12, 1170, at II:00 p.m. Mr. Gray, famous for
Le Col. Jack Nasal of Kirk. will be the last in the series is well marked okn each side by
persons would be killed on the riding ran off Ky. 976 nine
will
"Wildcat",
Bald
on
American
give
and
a
"The
slide
lecture
Kentucky
color
his University ef
wood Drive, Murray, arrived because Mrs. Ward has moved two large golden privets surrou- nation's highways.
miles north of West Liberty.
Eagle' mute is a ferritesiming picture, scheduled for release in early September, for which home Saturday from Vietnam.
from the area. All-materials nded by dwarf spreaders. A ChinSOMERSET: Ben Kemper,
Mr. Gray was commissioned by Morehead State University. Gray Is a native of Lexington,
will be furnished except for ese elm also adds to the attrac- A United Press International 50, of Richmond, Ind., and
for
of
High
University
-Lafayette
Kentucky
School, attended the
Kentucky. He graduated from
He was called home due to the something to protect partici- tiveness of the yard, the judges count at 7 a.m. CDT showed at his brother, Raymond Kempthree years majoring In fine art., then transferred to the Ringling School of Art In Sarasota,
a paint said.
least 533 persons Lilted in tra- er, 40, of Landon, were killed
illness of his mother-in4 pant's clothing and
critical
workshop is finFlorida, where he graduated ~MI additional three years of specialized study. While In eelOn one side of the front yard ffic accidents between 6 p.m. Sunday when their car ran off
law, Mrs. C. G. Gannon of Tho- brush. When
Ise, Gem won numerous awards for his work and has sold over 375 of his original paintings. masville, Ga. The Persaillamily ished each participant will red b2.rb<ary, golden pri7et,
local time Thursday nod mithug'
-Ky. 80 into a- ditch, four miles
have a completed plaque, teedh boxwood add to the color of the Sunday.
This Whirs is free and epee M the public.
east of Somerset in Pulaski
has gone to be at her bedside.
to hang in your home, compar yard. On the other side is a row
County.
able to ones sold for $15.00 tc of dwarf boxwood which borders A breakdown of accidental deaBARDSTOWN: Irene Wren,
$20.00. Cost of the workshop the entrance to the front door. ths:
19, of Danville, was killed Sunwill be S5.00 per Pereato
533 day in a two-car collision four
The patio in the rear of the Traffic
For more information and ap- house has Chinese wisteria, ro- Dream
181 miles east of Bardstown in Nel•
Thomas
contact
plications
9 son County on Ky. 150.
ses, dwarf junipers, and other Plane
Spoerner, 753-6104.
'74
LAGRANGE: Richard Cot'.
shrubbery around it, the judges Miscellaneous
797 bin, 21, of Chicago, was killadded in their reporting on the Total
California led the states with ed Sunday when his oar ran
yard of the month.
48 traffic deaths. Texas had 35 off 1-71 in Oldham County four
New York 31, Pennsylvania 24, miles south of LaGrange.
CECILIA: Daisy Floyd, 5/,
Michigan and Ohio 23fech,Geor
of Glendale, died Sunday of
gia 21 and Tennessee 20,
Fellow said he always thought
injuries suffered Friday in a
Alaska, Delaware, Utah
ahead. Had an old mule that
two-car collision on Ky 86
Washington, D. C. reported
he rode as far as he could, but
_three miles west of Cecilia in
traffic deaths.
when he was about to get
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp
Hardin County. worst bang and noise I've ever
By
COHEN
DAVID
thrown he got off and walked.
have returned borne after a
GEORGETOWN: Billy Luheard."
Took him longer to get where
days visit with their son,
Dee, WyomCanada
20, of Georgetown win killcas,
Air
The
Route
Murray
of
Dick
Elvis
Lee
TORONTO (UPI) -Th. winhe wee galas but had sever
Klapp, Mrs. Klapp, and
and shedding two
ed Saturday when his car ran
been transferred to the
has
Five
dows rattled noisily in the ing fire
been thrown yet_
AnAmanda,
splat- children, Jimmie,
off U. S. 25 in Scott County,
Baptist Memorial Hospital, Memmodest farmhouse near Toronto engines and its wings,
pieces of gela mid Andrea, at Bowie,
one miles north at here.
Airport, Mrs.
We believe it was 0. Henry
Mary
Day, tered Sunday in small
phis, Tennessee, after having
Md.
FLEM1NSBURG: Charles Wilwho wrote the story about the
been injured in a car accident on
preparing to feed her five- silvered metal in the barley
While there the families enliams, 75, of Ewing, died Sat"Red Headed Men's League".
month old child breakfast, field 100 yards from Mrs. Day's joyed • picnic at Harpers Fer- Saturday.
urday when his oar left Ky.
A prerequisite to belonging to
He was treated at the Murrayrushed to a window and saw home. All 99 passengers and ry after which they toured the
David R. Graham
32 Dear here in Fleming Co-in
perished
members
nine
crew
O30
at
(A
this group was that a penmen
Hospital
the doomed jetliner "coming
U. S. ARMY, VIETNAM
Harp- Calloway County
hit a fixed object.
Canada's second worst air National Historical Park.
to the HTNIe) - One of the Army unty and
bad to be red heeded. Such
almost at our house."
ers Ferry is situated at the p.m. He had a laceration
LEXINGTON: Wallace Atlee
tragedy.
it
an organization could not
the
to
with
wear
fracture
a
and
soldiers
ear
"It was all red and white
left
that
badois
Shenandoah
the
Gareinesu, 22, of Lexington.
Included among the victims confluence of
today. Discrimination.
auth- sneeiiiThPHM-li -Hie -Combat
with fire," she said. "I picked
and Potomac rivers sod domi- spine, according to hospital
was killed Saturday when his
up the baby and called the dog 'Were 25 Americans, all from nated by the Blue Ridge Moun- orities.
Infantryman Badge. It recent- car left an overpass in FayWell, our house is clean an
Lieuan
in
First
injured
to
awarded
person
other
and ran into the fields. I ran Southern California, and 16 tains. Their next visit was to
was
ly
One
ette County and collided headFr. WOLTERS, Tex. (AHT- like a
straight.
madwoman.
the Dutch Country in Lancas- accident was treated at the em- tenant Steven J. Whitaker, 22, on with another vehicle.
NC) - Warrant Officer Can- "It was
Five)
Page
on
(Continued
all in flames as it
ter County, Pa. They enjoyed ergency room of the local hos- In Vietnam.
The coffee table in the living didate David R. Graham, 21, passed over us, Then it came
a luncheon at "Willows Inn" pital on Sunday at nine p.m. Nick Lt. Whitaker, son of Mr. and
room is cleaned up and there son of Mr. and Mrs. James R. down and exploded, just the
where most of the food is pre- Wilkinson of Hazel, age 13,was Mrs. Bill Whitaker, 802 Sharp,
FREE PUPPIES
are no smudges on it. The ar- Graham, Route 8, Murray, Ky.,4
by the Amiah people, A treated for a laceration to both Murray, Ky., is assigned as a
pared
helicopa
completed
recently
smell puppies, males and
tificial weer/gement has been
the Amish Farm was an knees after he was injured in a platoon leader in Company A,
of
tour
Army
the
at
pilot
course
, seven weeks old are
returned to one end and the ter
3d Battalion, 506 Infantry, 1014
exhibit. it is an au- bicycle accident.
interesting
Ft.
Schoo,
Primary Helicopter
free to persons as pees For inmagazines are replaced. _
Airborne Division (Airmobile).
(Continued on Page Five)
- Wolters, Tex.
formation call 733-2540.
BYRSTOWN, Tenn. (UPI) The C1B has been awarded
During the 20-week course,
The thumb prints and sear
since late in World War II for A two-year-old Benton, Ky.
dish that belonged to our great he was trained to fly Army
sustained ground contact again- child barely escaped drowning
grandmother has been placed helicopters and learned to use
near here when he was trapped
st an enemy.
maneuvers.
in
tactical
them
livthe
in
back on the lowboy
under water beneath a houseadundergo
will
next
He
ing room.
boat for 10 minutes.
the
at
N.
GOLDSBORO,
C.
training
U. S.
vanced flight
A series of gospel meetings
The kitchen wail has been Army Aviation School, Ft. Ruc- Air Force Captain Richard W.
are now in progress at the WillWilliam Daniel Hudson was
scrubbed dawn and the baby ker, Ala. Upon completion of Bohemian, son of Mr. and Mrs.
critical condition late Suniams Chapel Church of Christ
in
advanced training he may be Richard H. Bohannon of 3373
food removed from it
The Murray Fire Department day evening in Nashville's Vanwith Bro. Winford Claiborne
appointed a warrant. officer. Southern Ave., Memphis, ha
doing the preaching. Thomas Lee answered a call Sunday at 10:45 derbilt Hospital after receiving
His wife, Charlotte, lives on arrived for duty at Seymour
All the bacon, potatoes. milk
Armstrong will be leading the a.m. to the house occupied by artificial respiration.
Johnson AFB, N. C.
Harold Griggs at 13th and Poplar
(Continued on Page Flinty "• Route 7, Mayfield, Ky.
mismamalummume„
He is the son of Mr. end
congregational singing.
Captain Botiannoe, a 3-52
°-iphiiiii;
Mrs. William MeLson Hudson.
The meeting opened today, July Streets.
Stratotortress pilot, is assignFiremen used the booster toot who were vacationing at a boat
6, and will continue through Suned to the 51st Bomb Squadron,
tinguish the names arcemd alight dock here.
be
will
Services
12.
July
day,
a unit of the Streaitgeic Air
The family was to leave Sunheld each afternoon at three p.m. bulb. Two trucks with eleven fir
Command, America's nuclear
the call and were day afternoon when they deanswered
men
p.m.
eight
at
evening
each
and
deterrent force of long range
The members of the Williams back at the station by 11:15 a.m. cided to take another boat ride
bombers and intercontinental
Friday at 8:30 a.m. the fire- on the lake.
Chapel congregation Inette the
ballistic missiles.
After their ride, as they
men answered a call to a car
public to attend.
By WALTER WHITEHEAD
3,200 from 417,100 to 411;900. It
The captain, who previously
behind the Say-Rite Store in were boarding a houseboat
(UPI)-The U. S. was
American served at Bien Hoa AB, Vietfewest
the
SAIGON
the Bel Air Shopping Center.The from the small carft in which
Command said today American troops in Vietnam since Feb. roue graduated in 1961 `from
tire was out on arrival of the they had been riding, the small
412,000
were
Vietnam
11, 1967 when there
Messick High School. Be earntroop levels in South
boat tipped over.
em en.
_fir
ed his B. B. A. degree in 1966
have dropped to their lowest Americans in Vietnam.
William and his parents and
In Honolulu Monday a board from Memphis State Univerpoint in more than 40 months.
a sister were dumped into the
The announcement came as of officers assembled to draft sity. Captain Bohannon is a
water.
officers met to plan a further details for withdrawal of 56,000 member of N Sigma Epsilon.
The other three surfaced, but
the
by
16,
Donna,
His
is
dauby
Oct.
wife,
troops
reportU.S.
Sheriff
ordered
Clyde
Steele
more
reduction
150,000
'the 27-month old child was
and
Mr.
ghter
John
of
men
be
Mrs.
sod
that
morning
150,000
ed this
1970 as the first of
President Nixon.
trapped in some weeds beneathe to be out of Vietnam by the D. Kimbro of Rt. 6, Mm-ray,
his deputies cited seven persaid
command
The
th the hougeboat.
Ky.
sons over the holiday weeknumber of U.S. troops in the spring of 19'71.
Three persons came to his
end.
war zone dropped last week be ea The 150,000-man reduction is
aid, moving the houseboat, diverAected to cut American
ing for him, and giving him
combat strength in the war
They were new or public
artificial respiration.
zone to two divisions, military
dnmkenneas, one for driving
sources said.
while intoxicated, and one for
On Vietnam fighting fronts
driving while intoxicated and
no operator's license.
The following players have
(Continued on Page Fly.)
been selected for the Murray
Twenty-one persons were cited
Sheriff Steele said • breakLittle League All-Star bourneby the Murray Police Departin was attempted at the Lynn
ment play according to hobby
ment over the Fourth of July
School.
Elementary
Grove
Grogan, league president Mark
holiday weekend, according to
When officials arrived at the
Bucldtigham, Twins; David Frathe records of the department.
school this moreing the outnk, Lindy Suiter, Mickey McCuNo traffic accidents were reThe annual directors meeting
side door had been torn down,
Thursday
will
the
Thurman,
John
be
Jones
Rev.
Tony
since
Yanks;
SAN ANTONIO - Amman
istion,
ported in the city
of the Calloway County chapter of
the
to
building
was
entry
but
Tn.
on
revival
Mmof
Dwayne
the
son
for
H.
Farley,
Oatman
evangelist
Raymond Sims,
by the police department.
pot made,according to the Burnett K. Farley of 603 the American Red Cross Will
The citations were four for esday, July 7, at 7:45 p.m. at the grow, Tony Boone, Athletics; Jeff
Tuesday, July 14 at 4:00
Sheriff.
Chestnut, Murray, Ky., has held on
reckless driving, three for speed- South Pleasant Greve United Me- Oakley, Astros; Linzy Hudspeth,
No traffic collisions were in- completed basic training at p.m. in the jury room of the
evanTerry
different
Cubs;
A
drunkenness,
Church.
Winchester,
thodist
Steve
public
for
one
ing,
vestigated by the sheriffs of- Lackland AFB. Tex. He has courthouse.
one for curfew violations, three gelist will be speaking each even- Turner, Cards; Donnie Williams,
during the holiday period. been assigned to Sheppard
fice
Randy Dunn, Reds.
for driving vitile intoxicated,one ing.
iiP
*
P*41"44
Officers and service chairmen
An. Tex., for training in
for going wrong way on one way "Any Moral Absolutes" will be Max Ness will manage the 1770
Vanderbitt Chemical Corporation PTO's:, Massager, Jon Pierce,
the civil engineering struct- are urged to attend. New officers
street, three tor drinking in pub- the subject of the sermonhyRin. All-Star team.
KITTENS -.FREI
pavements field for the coming year will be electDistrict Tournament play will observes an ancient custom &mono builders when he places a
Two eight weeks old female ural and
lic, two for disorderly conduct, Jones who is presently serving
attended Mur- ed as well as live directors,
pine
Process
the
of
Farley
tree
lop
on
sign,
erected
The
Building.
Airman
newly
at
United
20,
Kirksey
stop
the
night,
of
pastor
Monday
as
disregarding
begin
one for
kittens, playful, and would
July
Lester Nanny is rbairrnan ot
Maytield and Murray will play building is the highest point in the new chemical complex which make delighthe pets. Cell 753- ray High School and Murray
one for unnecessary noise, and Methodist Church.
State University.
the chapter.
Is du* for completion later this ,tfkir
Staff Photo by Ed Collie 9036 for information.
Me for no operator's liemiee. The %Me is Invited to attend. Ftdtall In the opening game.

Weekend batik
Td May Not
Reach Prediction

It. tol lack Persal
Home From Vietnam

At;Canada Jet
Crashes, Kills
All 108 Aboard

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Mr. And Mrs. Klapp
Vacation For Ten
Days in The East

Elvis Lee Dick
Injured Saturday

zes

Combat Infantryman
Badge Is Awarded To
Stereo J. Whitaker

David R. Graham
Completes Course

Husband Of Local
Girl it Seymour
Johnson AFB, N. C.

Benton Child Escapes
Drowning Yesterday

Gospel Meeting Now
At Williams Chapel

Fire Department Is
Called To Home Fire

American Troops In Vietnam
Aflowest Point In 40 Months

fire

Sheriffs Office
Gives Seven Citations -

Little league All Star
Team Amoimced

Twenty-One Persons
Cited By The Police

Red Cross To Hold
Directors Meeting
On Tuesday, July 14

Rev. John Jones Is
Tuesday Night Speaker

be

V

._ •
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Extended School Year Being
Considered Across Country

Julie Is At
Her Best In
'Darling Lili'

PVIIILIBlihn by LEDO= I TM= rviumniNG COMPANY
ac
Oonsondstion cd the Murray Ledger, The C+Ilowa, T1
ORECIANCE NUMBER 521,
'Me Tirnss-lieraid. October 30. WA end the Wog Lenuar-411111
BEING AN ORDINANCE DEJanuary 1, LW&
CLARING 711E NEED, NECESlig N. ilk gnu* Norma ILanessby 41V11
SITY, DES:RAM/TY AND INJAMBS C. WILL/AWL PUBLIBlinla
TENTION OF THE CITY OF
By PATRICIA McCORMACK
NEW YORK (UPI) —Some
We reserve the right to rebut any Advertising. Letters to the tutus, MURRAY, KENTUCKY, TO ANCONTIGUOUS
arPuhbc V0604 1100111 WLUCA. in our opinion, sr, not tar Bis best NEX CERTAIN
600 school districts nationwide By United Press International
TERRITORY TO THE CITY OF
interest of our reacurs.
are considering the extended
MURRAY, KENTUCKY; AND
Today is Monday, July 6, the
school year (EST).
By VERNON SCOTT
NATIONAL BLPRINCNTATIVIN: WALLA= IP/1TM= 00.. MI ACCURATELY DEFINING THE
Under such a plan, schools 187th day of 19'70 with 178 to
Wham@ Ave., Manplus. Tenn.; Tim I lif. Mg.NOW Yen. N.Y., BOUNDARIES OF THE TER- UPI Hollywood Correspondent
would stay open in the summer follow.
bispuenson hide_ Detroit, Mien.
EZTORY MUCH QTY OF
The moon is between its new
time.
HOLLYWOOD(UPI)— "DarlKentxiky,
for
KENTUCKY,
PROMURRAY,
Entered Daily at the Post Office, Murray.
A report in the journal, phase and first quarter.
ing
Lili"
is
a
festival
motion
ANNEX.
POSES TO
transmission as Second Ciass Matter
The morning star is Saturn.
School Management, says eduBE IT ORDAINED BY,THE picture with music, dancing,
cation administrators weighing
The evening stars are MercuBUB8DIPTION RATIN. By Carrier in Murray, per we Nig. pa COMMON COUNQL OF THE World War I aerial combat,
the extended school year want ry, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
Mown ;Lai. In Cauowey and adjoining counties, per year, $1150; CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUC- romance, comedy, a chase and
to:
On this date in history:
Lotusi at a, gistiu, aiseociere 414.0u. All service autscrettaceis RAO KY, AS FOLLOWS:
surpassingly beautiful photogra.
— Save money,
In
1699 the pirate, Capt.
need
is
is
That
SECTION
I:
"TM Unistaadlog Ltd* AMOS at Conway Is INN
— Make
greater
use 0 William Kidd, was seized in
of all it is Julie
fill, necessary and desiraba
lawns, of It. Newii.ikatilr
present facilities.
Boston and deported to Enthat the following deecribec Andrews at her best.
— Delay needed constructio gland.
After her dicastrous failure in
Lind, lying adjacent aod con
and thus sidestep going to
In 1885 Louis Pasteur imam).
tiguous to the present boundar "Star!"_ Julie plays hack to her
MONDAY — JULY 6. 10
lated
first human being, a
taxpayers for bond issues.
of the City of Murray roles in "Mary Poppins," "The.
— Pay teachers more by boy who had been bitten by an
Kentucky, be annexed to salt Sound of Music" and "Thorletting them work longer and Infected dog, The youngster did
City of Murray, Kentucky, ant oughly Modern Millie."
Memo a part thereof, to-wit:
allowing few teachers to handle not develop rabies.
She is captivating as a not-to4---AREA NO. I
*-"
more children.In 1933 the American League
serious spy for Kaiser Bill.
alit= a Tam ma
- HalInning at a point on the
Prevents Loss of Learning
Julie sings, laughs, weeps;
defeated the National League,
the
ineintdiliat corner of
— Prevent loss of learning 4-2 at Chicago, in the first allmakes love, and gives full
.-11111Rection of Kentucky High scope to all her talents.
during long summer vacations. star baseball game.
'UN Number 94 and South
— Help
In 1968 President Johnson
the
The English-born beauty has
disadvantaged
Deaths reported are Ira Thomas Broach, age 73, and Roy
IOW Sheen thence south regained her place as Americatch up.
visited Capin/ America and
Cooper, age 62.
tailh South 18th Street to a ca's movie sweetheart. She acts
— Let bright pupiLs acceler- promised INIMelnic aid.
Sgt. Harry L. Hughes, Win At Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hughes of
point on Johnsen Boulevard; as if she is having the time of
ate.
Murray, has completed six weeks of training maneuvers on Viethence ewe with Johnson her
"The logic Is all there,"
life. It's infectious.
A 'thought for the day: Greek
ques Inland, Puerto Rico. He is now at Camp Lejenne, N.C.
Boulevard to a point on the
school management said, "but historian Herodotus said,
Husband Adds Dimension
Rea. Norman Culpepper will be the evangelist at the revival
ence
present city limits,
It's
bucking tradition
Doubtless the fact that her
and "Envy is natural to man from
city
north with the p
meeting at the Salem Baptist Church.
the beginning."
emotion."
husband,
Blake
Edwards,
engagelimits to a point on
ust
Mr. and Mrs. Noel Rinhards of Owensboro announce the
Though the idea of the
Drive; thence west. with the directed the film, provided an
ment of their daughter, Martha, to Bobby- Nix Crawford, son of
extended school year has been
present city limits to a point added dimension to the array of
Mr. and Mrs. Nix Crawford of Murray.
cropping up every so often
on the southwest cornea of Julie's talent.
since 1924, there are no studies
There are no nude se..
the present city limits; thento show that better education
ce north vrith the present Clinical sex exposition has bell
results,
city limits to a point on Un- by-passed. Nor is anyose4
Velma G, Adams, formerly
bitty Highway Number 94; freaked out on pot, acid Olt"
executive editor of School OPEN: 7 p.m. MOO. thru Fri.
thence west with Kentucky
Management and author of the milminip.sn. Sat. & Sun.
Audiences who dug "Easy
Highway Number 94 to the
report, said:
SPACE SAVE* — This parking "lot" in Santa Fe Springs,
paint of beginning.
Rider" won't find "Darling
Calif., accombnodates 22 cars on a 25,-by-247fciot _site. It
"To save money and equalize • t•-•.••••••• 1A11 PM,
AREA NO. 1.1".
/
LIU" to their liking. But the
S PAtat-Cv 1•
works like a Ferris wheel, and advances an empty stall to
Beginning at a point on the millions of other movie-goers
-the teacher load throughout the
OLEN
CAMPBELL
ground level when each car is parked. The unit, "Vert-A.-..
southwest corner of the in- who don't go to theaters to see
year. ESY must be mandatory
DARBY
tersection of Kentucky High- tracte against the establishment
Park," can return any car to ground level in 45 seconds.
— and
here's
Deaths-reported are Mrs. Mary Lee, age 56, Mrs. Ruby Walston,
where
most
-HAL WALUr-way
Number
94'-2ild
So.
18th
communities balk,
will enjoy this frolicsome,
age 48, Bart Dublin, age 69. Mrs. M. E. Woolridge, age 76, and
Street; tbence west 200 feet zesty, sentimental fight to the
"Parents, especially in northEddie Lee Riley, age 70.
to
a
point
on the smith right- past.
ern climates, apparently don't
The Calloway County Schnob will open on Aegust 24,,accordiag
ed Kentucky Highway
TEC...WC:CA.0AI A *47A*MOUNT **CT ug
want children home for an
to &4t. Buroo Jeffrey.
From the beginning, the
Misr 94; thence south film's message is "relax and
extended period during the
"Fourth of July this year was rather wet. That fact ProballY
paid with South 18th enjoy yourself."
winter. (This happens when
cut down the number of people filled", from the column, "Seen &
&reefto a point on the north
Heard Around Murray".
vacation quarters are rotated
Hollywood's top musical
property line of Gatesbor- talents pooled
throughout the year, instead of
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Horn have returned borne after a vacation
their expertese
THE AT R
ough EstAes Sutd.visim;
in Detroit, Mich., and Canada.
occurring only in summer.)
with Henry Mancini writing the
*Ince east to a point on
Need Vacation Together
music and Johnny Mercer the
South 1811 Street; thence
"Such parents believe child- 00000000000000000000C
north with South 18th Street lyrics. Hermes Pan staged the
000nnnnnne,m--,c
ren need a long, lazy summer.
musical numbers.
A.... monowitorwormit
t:
to point of beginning.
/C MUM WYLIal
They
also
Julie
Sings
C
argue
Delightfully
that
C
families
SECTION II: That as the in
C
.0
need
to
vacation
delight
It's
a
to
hear
together
Julie
C
lention of City of Murray, Ken
-C_ - •
all the
tacky, to omen to City of Mut sing "It's a Long Way to
WITH HELEN STACY time." children free at one
ray, Kentucky, so as to become Tipperary," 'Tack Up Your
Mrs. Adams said the only 00Q0 oog0000Mmemaryc
a part thereof, the territory de Troubles," "Keep the Home
”D0000r r scribed in SECITON 1 hereof. Fires Burning," and "MadeFRANKFORT, Ky. —Recently highest ranciom number to be person crusading for ESY with 000 oc,-missionary zeal is George I.
moiselle from Armentiers."
used
nationally
was
170.
at 8:00 p.m.
Posture
ADOPTED
ON
READFIRST
our office received a letter from
beat their swords into plowshares and Mau- spears
COMING NEXT I I
ING ON THE 11TH DAY OF Director Edwards has mast- a relative of two men who serve Because of the efficiency of all Thomas, of the Office of
into
— Is2tah 2:4.
erfully provided some of the as board members on different members of the system in Ken- Research and R e-evalnation,
"PAINT YOUR WAGON"
The
diis sustained by eternal hope. If man would live•by JUNE, 1970.
ADOPTED
ON
SECOND most stunning aerial photogra- local boards in this state. One is tucky, this state has been able New York state Department of
the golden rule, humanity would need no armies to preserve
Education.
phy
ever
in recent months to deliver its
lensed. Many of the a member of a board with
READING ON TIEE 25TH DAY
liberty.
a
He favors a plan he calls
old crates in the picture were registration in excess
OF JUNE, 1970.
of 12,1100 prorated share of manpower to multiple
trials." Under this
built specifically for the film. and the other serves
the
armed
COMMON COUNCEL,
forces
without
going
on a board
plan, students enter and leave a
With Rock Hudson as a
CITY OF MURRAY,
with less than 7000 registration. to the authorized ceiling.
dashing airman and Jeremy
KENTUCKY
The call is allocated to the program at any time during the
The writer was confused from
year. Thomas believes its
Kemp as a spy master,
By: Holmes Ellis, Mayora
the conversation overheard as it local boards with an effort to appeal
is that it offers visible
city of Murray, lientuall "Darling Lili" rolls along with
maintain,
reason,
within
a
given
respective
seems their
local boahumor, gaiety and a romantic rd during the same month had in- level of random sequence num- savings— space to handle more
students for fewer dollars
Stanford Andrus, Clerk story that doesn't pretend to ducted registrants not
* TONIGHT thru WED. *34
:
having the bers statewide.
City of Murray, Kentucky
tell it as it is.
evrryilegoliminiwww-Nr,new="N7•08:
same random sequence number. The local board is given a
July-8-C "Darling Lili" tells it as It
maximum
number
that
may
be
From what our correspondence
lit Feature Tonight never was, and for those whc
ordered
for induction, which meheard, the board with the smaller
sad lands:,
WRONG PICK
D. •
i-have had it with cinema verite,- registration
ans that those men who are
had inducted regis)000000cl000
0.
the film comes as a blessing
acceptable
and
available
may
be
trants with a higher sequence
FARMINGDALE, N.Y. (UPI)
omnber, and she wanted to know selected from number one up to
—A self-styled "expert" on
and including the authorized ceilthis procedure did not defeat
'if
picking horses wound up in jail THAT ,Lb NEWS!
the purpose of the draft lottery. ingTuesday because he touted the
The Department of Defense There may be variations betNORMAN CROSS, England
wrong man— a Nassau County
ween local boards as there is
(UPI)— As [for Williams ex- determines military manpower a constant change of men becomunde_rcover agent,
requirements
allocates
and
a
call
Police said the suspect, Peter plained it, the ¢og bit him on
ing available for military serA. Steinberg, 34, posing as a the ear so he bit the dog right monthly to the national director vice. Roviever, the local hoard
Selective
Service
of
who
then
lizse trainer, approached the back just to show him who was
allocates the call to the re- may not exceed the ceiling for
agent outside a diner and told boss.
state headquarters, bas- the month.
spective
Williams, a 43-year-old horse
aim he had "a sure winner."
acceptable
and available In that instance the smaller
on
ed
Steinberg was charged with dealer, told the Magistrates
cted restate he- board could have
each
manpower.
Within
38
gistrants with a st.. •ce numbookmaking and criminal im- Court Tuesday "I had no adquarters the call is passed
Smissilistk
on
Intention of hurting the dog. It
personation.
ber
than
higher
the
larger
92+91
board
was just an issue between me to the respective local boards In °Om' to meet its prorated
PICTUREPHONE, Its called, and you see the person to whom
jurisdiction.
and
him. He bit me so I bit him under its
you are talking. Sherry Williams
Since January 1, the method of share. However, both local boar PRIEST FOR SENATE — The
demonstrates it in Pittsback."
LEAVES IN STYLE
Is stayed within their author
burgh. where it was introduced, as she
011•ILLIOL•11•1•••1
Rev. John M. McLaughlin,
talks into an 1875
The judge ruled he was guilty selection has been by random ceiling for the month,
.1•11•1•1•11$
phone for coilpparLson_ The new Picturephorse._sc.bgd
sequence
number,
referusually
43, looks to his campaign
uled for
of
noWikflam
ST,
conduct
likely
LOUIS,
Mo.
to
SUP0-lead
to
Because
a
of
the
length
of
ow
Ti
other ettles, costs $1110 a_ Month plus za cents a
lottery.
_
month
aectto
izeuee_griny
the
Each
,
as
_for
the
U.S. Sinate after
—tzeach of the peace and placed
rnirnite
government determines the explanation, this week we are being nominated by Rhode
Police said Tuesday they are him on probation for 12 months. the
dispensing with our usual quesnumber
highest
Island Republicans. If he
still looking for Drelly Roach, Williams explained to news- ceiling or the
that may be ordered for induc- tions and answers.
wins over the Democratic inMP.
escaped from the city men after the trial "You havenationwide.
nt, -Sen. John 0. Pas1Chi
2 Inidr
workhouse Saturday by calling got to deal with a dog properly. tion
C7ifiirsUF
1
n :7--:
;a
WILL
SETTLE
FEUD
Since January, the number has
tom he wfli be the first RoI bit him on the ear to show
a taxi and riding away.
gradually
increased
each
month
man Citholic priest senator.
The cab took him to a tavern. him who was boss."
and until the month of June the SCHENECTADY, N.Y. (UPI)
—A 150-year-old feud will be
settled
Sunday
when
the
strongest residents of the
suburban towns of eotterdaro
and Glenville line up on
opposite sides of the Mohawk
River for a tug o' war.
The giant tug— with 150 men
on each side—will determine
which town is the older, Both
are celebrating their sesquicentainial thls year,
Both communities were incorporated on April 14, 1820. There'
is no record of a specific hour.
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KUALA LUMPUR (UPI) —
Thailand today joined Singapore
In barring entry of youths with
the appearance of hippies.
Malayslw Singjpore Airlines
and Thai International Airlines
both said immigration authorities had told them not to carry
hippies into either country. _
Thal Immigration officials
described hippies as males with
long hair, persons wearing dirty
clothing and those wno are drug
addicts. The description did not
mention beards.

...Roaches,
Ants, Insects.

••

•

By FRED McL)
UPI Sports Wri
Wayne Simpson m;
only pitcher in the
League whom teamm
ny Bench of the
Reds would rather c
hit against, and tt
sums up the kind of ro
batters ban -develops
21-year-old roold%,
Simpson, a strappini
220-pound righthander,
four-hitter Sunday for
consecutive victory an
14 decisions as the
the Houston Astros,
now the youngster find
in the likely position
called upon to start f
In the All-Star game,
Bench, the Reds' 21
catcher and one of the
top hitters, speaks glo
Simpson.
"After one pitch
made to Denis Menke,
to plate umpire Ken I
and said 'I'm glad I'm
and not hitting.' A
times Simpson buried
In the glove 'with his
You never know whict
fastball is going to go,
It sinks, it sails. You
his fastball does i

1

NOTEI
The 2f

GALLO
IMPROVEM

The M

Muth
On

A Barbecu
There will be a
Three new driec
Prizes F,
(in addition tr
- -TiciretS)

Bomb out roaches,
ants, flies, mosquitoes,
moths, fleas, or any
flying or crawling insect
Kill Ko Insect Bomb and
PUHA° Roach and Mt Bomb
kill quickly. And their
powerful, residual action
keeps on killing. If roaches,
ants, or other insects are
loving a blast at your evens,
blast them with Kill-Ko
It's a real bomb

•
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Detroit Falls To Baltimore
2-0, Nats Win Doubleheader
sweep of the Yankees.
FRANK DE GEORGES
Mount 12-Hit Attack
UPI Sports Writer
Andy Messersmith woo his
be
may
McLain
Denny
since June 12 and
coming along slowly, as a first game
mounted a 12abit
Angels
the
rapid
making
he's
but
pitcher
attack, including triples by Alex
progress as a man.
controversial Detroit Johnsoa, Roger Repos and Jim
The
victory. Mesrighthancier started his se sand Fregosi, for the
innings
game Sunday since rte ....Wog sersmith went seven
up four hits for his
gave
and
threeceletrated
his
from
month suspension. He went seventh win.
seven innings, and suffered his Leo Cardenas drove in three
first bass, a 2-0 decision to the runs and Jim Holt, Harmon
Baltimore Orioles.
Killebrew and Danny Thompson
"A lot of guys don't know
JUNCTION, what security they have in this two runs each to pace the
CAMBRIDGE
Mich. (UPI)-A. J. Foyt and game, but I've found out," he Twins,
Gary Bettenhausen were the said. "I've found that I have to K.Webrew, who leads the
winners in the 200-mile racing work fov. a living. I have to leagues in homers, hit his 24th
of the year.
doubleheader at the Michigan work to eat."
this
Speedway
International
Sweeps Doubleheader
Skip Lockwood pitched a fourpast weekend.
Elsewhere in the AL, WashBettenhausen, who started Irk ington swept a doubleheader hitter and Gus Gil drove in both
sacrifice
the pole position for the first from New York by two 74 runs with a pair of
time in a USAC championship scores, California topped Oak- flies to give the Brewers their
Gordon land, 5-1, Minnesota thrashed victory. Bill Sorrell drove in
with
race, dueled
Johncock for 91 laps Saturday Chicago, 12-3, Milwaukee edged Kansas City's run with a =binning single.
I _Sore taking, the lead in the 200Kansas City, 2,1, and Boston
Pinch-hitter John Kennedy's
mile race for Indianapolis 500 belted Cleveland,8-4.
Inside-the-park homer triggered
ears. It was his second
In the National League, St.
a three-run rally in the WM
championship victory.
Louis whipped Montreal, 6-3,
as Boston won its sixth
inning
York trimmed Philadel- straight.
ohncoan M Hastings,
phia, 5-4, Pittsburgh beat
led Bettenhausen's Drake Of- Chicago, 5-2, San Diego edged
fenhauser from the second to Atlanta, 6-5, Cincinnati got past
91st lap but lost a rear wheel Houston, 3-1, and Los Angeles
on his McLaren-offy, hit the blanked San Francisco 4-0.
wall and rolled
retaining
Boog Powell drove in both
backward into the infield. He runs for Baltimore with a
was unhurt.
single and a sacrifice fly.
Foyt led all the way in the Jim Palmer retired the first
second half of the twin bill, a 13 batters and pitched a three200-mile race for stock cgs. bitter to score his 12th victory
His Ford Torino shook off early against five losses.
challenges to finish a comforta- Washington's Frank Howard
ble half-lap ahead.
drove in four runs in the opener
wREE ESTIMATE
Foyt's pace of 149.969 miles and Bernie Allen's two-run
He
$7,350.
him
earned
Icinele
foun-run
a
per hour
highlighted
By

Lonborg To Make
Road Trip Today

Zarley Is
Winner Of
Canadian

BOSTON
(UP!).- Red
Sox
pitcher Jim Lonborg pitched
batting practice again Sunday
and will make the upcoming
road trip.
But whether he will be
activated again is still not
LONDON, Ont. (UPI)- "The known. Lonborg has been on
the disabled list with shoulder
pro from the moon" used
"scientific approach" to win the trouble for nearly a month but
$125,000 Canadian Open go has thrown fairly well. in
bullpen and batting practice
tournament Sunday.
Kermit Zarley, the 29-year- stints lately.
old golfer from Houston, Tex.,
gained some measure of fame a

the

years ago

few

when

comedian

him as
"the pro from the moon"
because of his unusual name.
But Zarley made his own plac
in the spotlight Sunday with
victory worth
three - stroke
$25,000.
Zarley fired a final round
Bob

Hope referred

to

Stancrieigs
NA'TIONAL LEAGUE
taw Tort

• L Pct. GS
Vs
43 le -A7

.11,4

11—YeliatUrPiliikrinfirrblinivSh

re
cd

the 72.-hole event at nine-under
279. Gibby Gilbert of Hollywood, Fla., the first-round
leader, finished second

watches as challenger Marl
BALTIMORE,MD-Worid light-heavyweight champion Bob Foster
title bout at the Baltimore
-heavyweight
light
of
-round
tenth
Tesamen falls to the canvas during
his title with the block out.
retained
Foster
and
up
get
not
did
Tesanan
27.
June
Center
Civic
-UPI Telephoto

it 2
1011IDIVISI 1.4
5/1 A. Pd.
313
Cincinnati
34
32
Los Angeles ...
946.
47tIslg
fi 41 .474 IL_
at EC

..
while Chi Chi Rodriguez -11114---sok
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Bob Stone tied for third place
East Division
W.
Pct. 0.1.
at 283.
114) n
Rodriguez and Labron Harris 1,1,S,','"Vs
_II
3
17„It _ _
had shared the lead alter three g:0
Wan-nn'Sns it
rounds but quickly fell ontnoi
witavervisi
Pct. 0.0.
contention with Anal 18 MU
•

N

nreig: •
scores of 75 and '16, respective.t
num City

ly.

.51i
'`

4

19 lq
52 .350 22's

Harris, the former amateur cocoa°
Aginvou kee
notched his fifth
Koosman
victory as the Mets beat the star from Stillwater, Okla., was
while
total
Phillies and clung to their hall- fifth with his 284
game lead in the East Division. Phil Rodgers was next with a
64.1103441. LItOUF
5, Louis 0, Montreal 3.
Rich Hebner's two-run and 285.
nen York 5. Phiiadeignio A.
also
was
Canadian
best
2.
The
i Chic
5
gh
p,••sbur
three singles by Matty Alou
r3:nchr Houstont
sparked the Pirates' triumph. the best amateur as Nickt nnp
Los Angeles 4, Son FrOVIV:
AMS
The game was marred by a Weslock of Brantford, Ont., had
ikZilla1
n
0i
51,2,
.
3
tight between the two clubs in a 289.
Wiwi:meg 2. Kansas CI; 1.
Leo
Manager
liew York 3-1
7-7,
with
noshington
the ninth
Bench.
Boston I. Cleveland 4.
Durocher of the Cubs and
Baltimore 2. Detroit 0.
Other NL Scores
In other NL games, Los Pitcher Dock Ellis of the
17,350, _
Angeles blanked San Francisco, Pirates the antagonists.
72-67-69-15-2r
VOA Rodriguez S7,3-50,
71-7047-76-214
dirwr, Harris 15.125,
home
singled
Hunts
Steve
Philadeledged
York
New
4-0;
. 69-20-73-73-215
AMERICAN 'sweet
umhy
aossirs
11 m
1;6
1
.. 20-73-7449-266
Minnesota (81yieven 3-2/ at Oakland
with
Arcia
Jose
er
defeated
pinch-runn
phia, 5-4; Pittsburgh
73-72-71.71-314
Iheici 3-4
41-71-75-74-306
iIrvtli/X2.4R1,12
(ROOILW 441 at California
,111,9'3°
c
'
Konlos
enabling
ninth,
the
Chicago, 5-2; San Diego nipped two out in
70-71-70-70-0116
'dm Milter zre.112,
(vurory 941, 10 p.m.
rii1-77-We
S1412.
sIta.c.
ATree
.
,,t: tz.
7-iccgo (Jrvieslrt 74) 01 MliteRMIUM
Atlanta 6.5, and St. Louis the Padres to break a lour- Learent
(Biabender 4105.0
421 at Delvoit (34149,0
o
aelgovieeters
game losing streak. Clarence 'weir McGee 12.125,
whipped Montreal; 6-3.
72.72-73-71-29*
Pace $2125,
Washington (Coleman 5-7) at Cleveland
Washington swept a tvtinbill Gaston and 011ie Brown had 7ov
A177.-;2111en Scnrowler 54.125,
145cDoweil 114 or Paul 047,6.45
M41.
41ke Reasor 12.12S.
CoIn
from the Yankees-by identical homers for the Padres while Zn
,92:72-4177647.2121:
TIONAVI.4AGUE
).A114Assengele 01425,
tach.du
"Mei
'York
325
7-3 scores; Baltimore blanked Rico Carty blasted his 21st lave Silitgarr11,423,
St Louis (Reuss 1.11 at Hew
71-73-7T-73v-14v
(Mpuulkwer 34), 7,05 ci,m.
the
for
year
the
of
walhomer
Minnesota
)14Ick Weslock,
Detroit, 2-0;
6.
6(
41
6
4
"
'Amu Oacermarin S1,179,
74---71
73_
7;:731
4.72
7771
F:
vsnrla r( Muo
' ono .W0elenfir
loped Chicago, 12-3; Boston Braves.
Montreal (Morton 94
(Hands 9-7 Sr Decker
STICr0
.
(04) <It2,
The Cardinals rallied for four '-`torles Coodv SI 12/,
74-,17,
beat Cleveland, 8-4; California
Ilt7
1.4)
17.;t250
72.70j
111,12s91,
W!. 4encriSCis (Johnson 0-0) at Atlanta
5-1; and runs in the eighth inning to 'Judi KnudsOn
Oakland,
topped
151 0"
Slane
tor
. inl 1-7 at Cincinnati
293
05 ar,
4San
-70-790
.
12141
man S1:1C:
7 3.4), 7
Sarit.01•00
(44..
Milwaukee edged Kansas City, defeat the Expos. Richie Allen's Gary
2071-71-170
,. at Hoestor
A:1;z1ler 3-41
.
.
Petri ST/19,
..„41.11620(A
)0.1. .,
2-1, in American League action. two-run triple sparked the rally /and,
70-74-77-70-29)
Chick EVOINS 1759
glichelberow
post
to
Gibson
Bob
of
enabled
three
and
all
The Reds scored
/1i
1
613;,:;t2
_arty Hinson 11719.
9.
Don Bles. 1789,
their runs ba the sixth off his 10th straight victory.
7130-7r-27
i7esar UAW,1769.
75--791
T1-74-49H.
R
VW,
511ars
Denny Lemaster, with Bench
3.7p,
Rolf DipTif10
21-71-a-;1:--7111
Deane Sweiran $119.
driving home one run with a
74-70-75-71-192
Lee Elder 1504,
Al Bolding 6.501.
double and scoring another on a
7
2;2
-1F2
$k91.
Wyse Melee, $504.
Mite tilli 6504,
single by Lee May.
;47474.-1234
Ascii Harden 1564
locky
first
74-75-M
Omit
his
T
SS04.
Bill Singer pitched
.-"Iwerse
[
'
:2
ont5
44,
shutout since coming off the
1172-7
742_4_
lw ansilesOnSt04.
n-7
aw
"74-tel
7:-reriredisabled list as he stopped the
John Kenneetv $504,
42-7145-71-2,73
A-Amateur.
Giants on two hits. Singer
home-run support from Bill
Grabarkewitz and Jim Lefebvre
as the Dodgers completed a
of the
sweep
three-game
Giants.
BEACH,
DAYTONA
Fla.
Leads by half-game
Buddy
strategy
Ron Swoboda hit his first (UPI)- The
homer since May 31 and Jerry Baker needed to win Saturday's
Firecracker 400 just isn't In the By United Press International
Charlotte, N.C., Dodge driver.
Saturday
WIMBLEDON (UPI) -John
Baker was trailing David
Pearson's 1970 Ford by seven Newcombe of Australia beat
seconds when he decided it was countryman Ken Rosewall in a
time to call up the speed that five-set match to win the men's
had shoved him to the front for singles title.
72 laps of the 160-lap race.
NEW YORK (UPI) - Ba"I knew I had to stand on it te
won the $110,100
win," Baker said. "But I wasn't rometer
really worried about it because Suburban Handicap at Aqueduct '
I had been outrunning every- by three lengths.
body all day."
The speed finally told on his _BARRY, Scotland-OW) blistering tires, which forced Doug Sanders and Dave Marr
him to -fall back in third place were among the Americans
for
next week's
behind Donnie Allison, loping qualifying
along with a borrowed engine British Open golf charnoionshin.
that was just getting broken in. "Sanders carded a two-day 141
The agony of his derision and marr shot a 144.
struck home laps later when he

Simpson Wins Tenth In A
Row Sunday For Cincinnati
By FRED McLANE
UPI Sports Writer
Wayne Simpson may be the
only pitcher in the National
League whom teammate Johnny Pfench of the Cincinnati
Reds would rather catch than
hit against, and that about
sums up the kind of respect the
era have developed for the
21-year-old rookies _ _
Simpson, a strapping 6-foot-3,
220-pound righthander, hurled a
four-hitter Sunday for his 10th
consecutive victory and 13th in
14 decisions as the Reds beat
the Houston Astros, 3-1, and
now the youngster finds himself
in the likely position of beine
called upon to start for the NI.
In the All-Star game, July 14,
Bench, the Reds' 22-year-old
catcher and one of the league's
top hitters, speaks glowingly of
Simpson.
"After one pitch Simpson
made to Denis Menke, I turned
to plate umpire Ken Burkhardt
and said 'I'm glad I'm catching
and not hitting.' A couple of
times Simpson buried my hand
In the glove with his tastball.
You never know which way his
fastball is going to go. It tails,
it sinks, it sails. You name it,
his fastball does it," said

IC

Yesterday's Results

Canadian Leaders

Today's Games

Baker Wins
Firecracker
400 Sunday

A.J. Foyt,
Bettenhausen,
200 Winners

BLACKTOP
DRIVEWAYS

Central
Paving Co.

finished

ninth

the Indy

in

5001second'

race.

In

game

inning

in

the
'
of

the

753-4199

secomd

doubleheader

Bettenhausen did not compete
of the
half
second
the
He

doubleheader.
more

than

championship

up

picked

$17,000

in

the

event

with

an

average speed of 140.6 m.p.h.

whose
Anciretti,
Mario
Brawner-Hawk --was severely
damaged in an accident after it
qualified Thursday and them put
back into shape in Indianapolis,
blew a tire on the 10th lap and
dropped out of the race. Al
Unser, this year's Indianapolis
500 victor, was the leader in the
first lap but spun into the
Infield grass on the 29th lap.
Finishing behind Bettenhausen

and

in

the

same

lap

Bobby Loser in an EagleOff), Johnny Rutherford in an
Eagle-Offy and Mike Mosely in
a Watson-Offy.
were

CROP DUSTING
mi CORN BORER WORK
eo WEED CONTROL
so, CORN WORMS AND GRASSHOPPERS
IN SOY BEANS
10. TOBACCO

Fly On Herbicides and Pesticides
Vehicles Out of

Keep Ground

Your Field!

- CALL -

COM MYERS . 753-3304
or Mrs. Leon Cooper - 753-4755

Weekend Sports
Summary

•

NOTICE OF MEETING
The 29th Annual Meeting
of the

CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL
IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION, INC.
Murray, Kentucky
Be Held
Saturday Evening, July 11th
at 7:00 p.m.

watched
sidelines

The Meeting Will Be Held At The

Murray State University
Livestock Pavilion
On The College Farm Road

A Barbecue Lunch Will Be Served
at 7:00 p.m.
will be a short business session after lunch.
Three new driectors will be elected to serve 3 years.
Prizes For Everyone in Atiendeneel I
(in addition to Door Prizes for holders of lonekr
--Tickets)
There

You Must Have Ypur

•14.1.-C

.Reservations by Noon griday,
July 10t,k,
In Order To Have A Plate For You

Call 753-2924
and make your

reservation as

soon

as you can!
1004-

Pearson

hobble

with
tire that

a

to the

flapping,

had

DAYTONA

BEACH,

Fla.

pitched

(UP!) - Donnie Allison won the
him into the wall around the Firecracker 400 auto race by 1:high-banked ti-oval track.
seconds over Buddy Baker.
"If I had tried to wait out
--Pearson, I would have been
NEWPORT, R.I. (UPI) able to back off and coast to Harold S. "Mike" Vanderbilt,
victory," the 29-year-old driver three-time America's Cup yacht
said sadly. "I could have winner, died. He woe the cup in
outrun Donnie easily."
1930, 1934 and 1937.
"It sounds funny to talk
--backing off to win," he finally
HENLEY-0N-THAMES, Engrinned through his disappoint- gland (UPI)- Tom McKibbon
ment. "I guess I don't know and
Van
John
Blom
of
how to do that."
California won the double sculls
But Allison didn't exactly cup at the Henley Regatta, the
count his $20,975 Win as a eift, only Americans to win a finals
since only hours before he was race.
,
a driver without an engine.
Sunday
Pearson finally wound up in
LONDON, Ontario (UP!).
eighth place, Baker took second Kermit Zarley won the Cana.
and $11,195, and Donnie's dian Open with a 72.-hole score
brother, Bobby, picked up of nine-under-par 279.
$7,006 for third place.
--MUSKOGEE., Okla. (UPI) .0 L E R MONT - FERRAND, Donna Caponi successfUlly
France (UPI), -Jochen Rind fended her U.S. Womert's Open
of Austria, driving a Lotus: won:title with deltral-round 77 for a
the third French Grand Prix 72-hole total of 287.
Formula one auto race.

exploded

Mercury Monterey
Best-of-the-year pricesinever-before trade-ins,
same reliable service,best all-around car value.
Right now.Right here.
„Hatcher Auto Sales, Inc.
51, South 1 2t11,S.

Murray, Ky.
—
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Hassell Oliver
Dies On Sund

.010.

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . . •

g

COOKING
Manday, July 6
The Kathleen Jones group of
the WhIS of the First Baptist
Church will meet at 1:30 p.m.
with Mrs. E. D. Shipley as haw
.gas. A potluck supper will be

4101,0Angror.ii"-

By JEANNE LESEM
UPI Food Editor

.01•1,

•••

NEW YORK (LP!) - Cookbooks tell the story of America's

When she dies—
should pet follow

••••-•"

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My mother, who is over 80, recently
returned a book she borrowed from me. In it I found a letter
she had written to you but never mailed. My mother is a
faithful reader and regards you as a personal friend. I hope
you will answerin your column. Her letter:
"Dear Abby: If the traditional three-score-years may be accepted as a natural law, I have already snitched a whole
decade. I have but one piece of unfinished business: Suitable
disposal of my beloved pet, a cantankerous cat who has been
a comfort to me during hours that could have been tedious
without his attentive antics. He has warmed the years I have
known him.
"If I may,! would like to do this: Should my feline friend
live longer than I do, why couldn't he be put gently to sleep,
wrapped in his favorite scrap of velvet, and tucked into my
mew with me, cremated as I will be, and let the two of us
luesteeeguy together thru eternity?
FAITHFUL READER"
DEAR FAITHFUL: LeVs pet it this way. If cats could
talk, 'apposing your cat requested that should he die first,
YOU be gently pet to sleep and cremated with HIM, that the
two of you shall remain cozily together thru eternity
Perhaps you'd agree. Bat should you desire to linger a little
longer among the mortals, you could have your say. Your
feline friend cannot. Let nature decide.
DEAR ABBY: My Wife and 1 are- piturning• our daughter's- wedding next month. For the reception we have ordered
ham Among the guests will be a couple who area/wish. I
have been told that most people of the Jewish faithM not eat
pork products. My problem, Should I approach these people
several weeks before the wedding and ask them if they would
prefer some other kind of meat? Or should I ask the caterer
to prepare something else for them? Or is there perhaps
some other way?
WONDERING
•-•
DEAR WONDERING: I think your Jewish friends would
be embarrassed were you to make an issue of it. Ask the
caterer to have a little fish handy. IP. S. The substitutions
may nriktoe an extra fin.]
DEAR ABBY: I think the wife who was mad because her
limsband's office girls gave him a birthday cake was foolishly
wet. And her children would not have been hurt if she had
taken the right attitude.
She should have said, "How nice! Now Daddy can have
TWO birthday cakes. Isn't it lovely that Daddy's office girls
think that much of Daddy to have a birthday cake for him at
the office?"
My husband is a doctor and his nurses always have •
cake for him at the hospital on his birthday, and I think it's
great, I still have a cake for him at home.
On our son's first birthday, be had THREE cakes I
baked one for him and so did both of his grandmothers.
Nobody was hurt or angry. He had that much more fun
blowing out his one little candle three times.
LOVE FROM CLEVELAND

favorite foods, fads and cooking habits, says collector A.H.
Perrin.
That's 'why Perrin, a retired New York business executive
who now lives in Berea, Ky., began collecting firsts among
American cookbooks.
Some of the volumes he owns are curiosities, compiled
by or for home cooks in unique situations.
"Operation Vittles" is one. It was published in 1949 by
a group of American women in Berlin during the blockade.
It's a mish-mash of homey American dishes such as cornbread, spoonbread and brownies, some foreign recipes from
military missions and governments and a few improvisations
whose contents are most inventive. Heaven-Knows-What (lieken starts out sensibly enough with chicken and celery. Then you
add -- among other. things - pork sausage, mushrooms, chili
sauce, parsley, shrimp and oysters.
Perrin also has a copy of the first American temperance cookbook, published in 1900 by the Women's Chrlatian Temperance
Union (WCTU). Its drink chapter, two pages long, includes
two recipes for "unfermented wine- a euphemism for fruil
beverages.
But don't write the WCTU off as unimaginative. One
sandwich recipe calls for a filling of butter, anchovy paste
and a layer of nasturtium leaves.
Three years before the WCTU book was published, a vego
tarian cookbook had suggested, among other things, * sandwich
of buttered bread Idled with two-thirds nasturtium bloesoms
one-third nasturtium leaves.

for mental the
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)- Lenkowski of Western Reserve
A shortage of trained health University in Cleveland.
"We must step up the capac•
experts is crippling the delivery
of effective care for mental ity of the medical schools."In my mind, the situation
disease, reports a group of
,
psychiatrists.
is going to get worse before it
"Children have it partitesaid Dr. Irving gets better,7saidDr. Alexander
Simon,Iseatt-of-Lsngley Porter:
'
111ihrilps of the l;eivertsiq

California's

I.angley

Porter

Institute.
'There are alio
-ut 1.4 million
children who need psychiatric,
care, but less than 500,000 are
getting it.
"Less than
per cent of
retarded who
the mentally
could benefit from help are
getting that help."
"There are vacancies; for

10

trained psychiatrists all over
the country but we just can't
fill them," Raid Dr I Douglas

drug abuser" he said.
'Once alcoholism and drugabuse are defined as health problems and not crimes, the need
for health manpower may well
be overwhelming."

Keep birthday cake candles
in the refrigerator for a day
before using. They will burn
slower and more evenly.

July 611, 1970
SPEAKER: 0. D. McKENDREE
Nova P•ndorgross

Song Dins:tor

Von T

Regular Minis'',

......................

.

popular that the 10 lines usually are busy even though they

operate 24 hours every rlay of
the week. Tokyo Gas is planning_ to expand to 40 lines.
"We estimate that we get
about 3,000 calls each day on
telephone.
company
So many young housewives our Inner line,
today know very little about spokesman said. 3
preparing meals and they are
tempted to rely on packaged,
instant foods instead of imaginative, home-cooked dishes,"
a Tokyo Gas spokesman told

Fortner

340 p.
7:43 p. in.

MACH of CHIKT. -

WASHINGTON (UPI)-Post
offices across the country will
soon begin selling a new
patriotic poster depicting the
American flag and reading
"This is Our Flag -Be Proud
of It,"
printing
The
government
office predicted public sales of
the poster would total more
than 500,000, at 25 cents each.

The 1.pttie Moon Circle of
Se First Baptist Church will
Meet at 7:30 p.m. at the home
of Mrs. Murray Turner.
• ••

Tuesday, July 7
A general meeting of the
Woman's Society of the First
United Methodist Church will
be bald in the school hall of
the church starting at 10 a.m.
•••

•••

The Annie Armstrong Circle
Although the Pawnee Irk of the First Baptist Church will
dians were basically farmers, meet at 7:30 at the Baptist Stuthey went on a big buffalo dent Center.
hunt each June.

Mary Ann Smoke, 20, strolls
,--,--ISVEIYWHGRE THAT MARY ANN GOES, THE WOLVES, ETC. through a market in Southfield, Mich., wondering why everybody walks fast to get ahead
counts.
of. her. Her hair hides the neckpiece, so people wonder if what's up front really
from Indian fabric.
dress
red
and
purple
the
designed
30,
Patrick,
Gtne
Boyfriend
-

RAND

Free jaia
for safety
on fourth
NEW YORK (Uff)-To help

prevent July 4th weekend auto
crashes, the National Coffee
Safety Stop Program is offering
free coffee to weary travelers.
The program, the National
Wake Break Campaign, is sponsored by service groups and
restaurant operators across the
country who are providing the
coffee at their own expense.
"The free coffee these
groups offer is an enticement
which few drivers can resist,"

addition to service groups such
as the Explorer Division of the
Scouts of America,
Boy
REACT Citizens Emergency
Radio Teams, and the Jay-ees,
are: the International Association of Chiefs of Police; InterTunnel &
national Bridge,
Turnpike Association; American Association of Motor
Vehicle Administrat ; National Restaurant A
iation,
the National Coffee
and
Association.
The program has d wn high
praise from State
em ore,
public safety
als and
Secretary of,rm of ranspor, who
tation John A. V
said; "Operating cof e wake
stations is an excellen way for
civic minded groups to help
stem the growing tid of trot.accidents." ( nitrated)

"Weekend
notoriously carelessin their
appfoach to the driving func-'
tion. , Too many push as far,
stay as long and trim in as
much activity as they
in • relatively posiblycan short

will be trimmed with flounces
and lace. While the bikini
pajama and baby dolls continue to flatter young juniors,
the country girl and tunic
looks will be puffed and fitted
over pajama legs or in gowns.
periocT.'
In foundation garments woBuonocre said the result is men will have soft contoured
irritabilitjP;• Ernpatience and e- lines with some support, wearmotional and physical exhaus- ing beam that look like they're
tion behind the wheel. That's not wearing one and girdles
one reason, he said, why the that look like they don't need
accident rate dunng the holi- one.
day periods is 16 per cent higher than that for normal non
holiday periods.
Government sources say
According to National Safe- there are
currently 61 million
AMP.F1ty Council estimates,
households in the l;nited
cans will drives total of 11
States. The average number
billion miles during the three. of performs per
(amity is 3.66.
day holiday which begins FriIt • *
tends
ex
and
evening
day
through Monday. July 6, when
Fond and Nutiition News
Independence Day is being ob- says that it hes been extirpated
served nationally.
that the average American eats
So, if 'you're planning an three pounds of additive, each
week41/1
July
this
trip
auto
end itan _babe involved in at
•
least one traffic jam and il
etrp:re guiitrt, ,s „e!nrki-'L
hcpujiah ti• mino3c.
----bitggitsoer-stseeir -from the brio
igea13-

(Continued Prom Pa

The DC8, which e
just touched the runwa
Inches away from a
suddenly climbed bac]
sky. At less than 2,0(
barreled toward the to
and the homes of Mrs
Sytse Burgsma, wto
In his red farmhouse
pregnant wife and elI
r en.

...,.
.........INd
..................OPEN

overseas empire.

Air....
employes of AO Ca
their huniliess riding
ny passes.
Attempts to La
The Montreal to Lo
jetliner was attempth
at Toronto Airport wt
of the craft mysteriot
falling off. The outer
the right wing snapp
smashed into the grt
side the runway at
spurted from around

UPI.
"We decided to do something. We set up_ a telephone
service which anyone earl call

HE WIG WAREHOUSE

41
41

CORNER 13th LIAM MURRAY, U.__

Tuesday, July 1th
REGISTER
FOR THE

said Ted Buonocre, director of
the campaign. "Our goal is to
•
a
get the driver off the roadway.
The little girl rind soft looks
once le's, in a wake break will replace tailored styling in
station, he can sleep, get ectme .,aletpwear, loungewearaid unexercise or just gOritpalinvjakeneitts _ thanks:in the
orient himself to the very 1970 -fashion trend toward
g,
"There are three areas of
eirious business of operating morefemininity......-Granny
serious social need-the aged,- a motor vehicle.
gowns, midi and. maxi gowns
mentally ill and alcoholism and
travelers are

GOSPEL MEETING

Newby

,1141 for dinner. That's the
Lelephone number for the menu
3f the day, if you can get it.
Tokyo Gas Company, Japan's largest public utility,
gives cooking lessons by

and receive free advice on the
most wholesome and suitable
meal for a particular day."
Each day, 571-9141 provides a new menu for dinner
prepared by Mrs. Hisako Yomeat, cooked in 1-inch thick patties.
The first American military cookbook, also in the -Perrin col- shizawa, noted Japanese...conlection, was 'The Soldier's Health Companion," by Dr. J. Walter sultant in home economics.
Scott, who interspersed medical advice with recipes and menus in
Dial that number and if you
his Civil War publication.
are lucky-the number usually
Cookbooks often were compiled or translated by doctors, as is busy-you will hear the
early as the 17th century, reports Eleanor Lowenstein, a New cheerful voice of a young wo•
Y ode kook -eller who specialists in out-of-print and sane book* lime with- tips -for dinner. - • •It was through Miss Lowenstein that I learned of the Perrin
"This is Tokyo Gas telecollection.
phone cooking service," the
The Perrin collection also contains a copy of the first Ameri- voice answers. "Greens are
can cooking school textbook, called "Cooking School Text Book excellent on the market today.
and Housekeepers' Guide." Its author was Juliet Corson, who in How 'about gyoza for dinner."'
.The late 1800s taught in a New York trainiiwiartitution for ItIvrt-thine.se dish,a fried ball
women, then opened her own cooking school with dames for
well-to-do women, domestic servants and the wives and daughters of wheat flour dough filled
pork;
of working men,children and men and women "interested in high with cabbage and ground
it
find
children
and
Husband
class cookery possibly for professional reasons."
delicious.Eggs were selling then for a penny each, milk was four cents a
Tokyo Gas, which serves 80
pint and eitm of beef, 16 cents a pound. Miss Corson's book, like
honseholds in
her classes, provided shopping information as well as meal-plan- per cent of the
most popu-world's
the
Tokyo,
guidance.
cooking
ning and
resimillion
(11.5
city
lorni
Perhaps the most poignant book in the Perrin collection is a
dial
dinner
its
started
dents),
post-World War II volume, "Recipes Out of Bilibid," collected by
an American army officer who had been a prisoner of the war in a service in April.
Telephone numbei-571=91
Japanese camp in the Philippines. Col. Halstead C. Fowler wrote
lines so
the recipes inside split envelopes from the few letters the POWs is fed into 10 phone
hear the
can
callers
10
that
were allowed.
The prisoners, an international group from America, Europe, day's tape recorded menu
Southeast Asia and the Philippines, fed themselves on boyhood
recollections.
Among the dishes they longed for, and recorded for later publication, was a Virginia version of brunswick stew, a Swiss fondue
and a Javanese rijstaffel. Recipes for this multi-dish meal were,
contributed by two Dutch seamen who had been prewar chefs in
the homes of Dutch oil "kings" in Java, then a part of Holland's

Experts needed

of

By ALBERT E. KAFF
airsqltaneously..
The service has proved so
(UPI)--Dial 571TOK)

TO SELL FLAGS

The same year, Anna K. Eccles wrote what really was
the first American hamburger cookbook, although the ground
meat patties she gave directions for were called salisbury steak.
Her book was based on a health diet advocated by a Dr. Salisbury.
It was built around simple fare, including Finely ground lean

DEAR ABBY: "ALSO HORRIFIED," who was shocked
at your approval of a "mamma doll" who gave birth to a
"baby doll" said, "A baby being born is beautiful and
sacred." I agree.
However, at the end of the letter, the writer stated, "The
toy manufacturers owe it to our young folks to keep their
toys 'CLEAN'--iniplybet that childbearing is 'dirty.'"
It is this type of hypocrisy, generated by this type of
person, which is largely responsible for the confusion and
crisis in the field of morality and sex which we see today.
GARY SIMS

tOU#1•

Oriental cooks
dialfor menus

Word has been recel
death of Hassell Olive
Oak, Mich., who diet
while attending church
ot, Siltday about six p.:
formerly of Canova]
He is survived by one
Mrs. Sue Wilson of Si
Mo.; one son, Joe 01.11
ingfield, Mo.; two Ms'
Lydia Henry of Mum
Three and Mrs. Claud
Murray Route Five.
Funeral services wi
at the Kinsey-Garret
Home, 420 Lafayette, F
Mich., on Wednesday a
Burial will be in a ce
Royal Oak, Mich.

41
S.

i

FREE 1

To Be Given bay During Our Grand Opening
DRAWING WILL BE HELD ON FRIDAYJULY 10 AT 5:00 p.m.

t

•

41

Burgsma's son, Pete
awakened to a brillia
morning and was has
the kitchen when he
crippled craft nea:
home. He yelled to tt
the family, "Get ot
housd Get out of the
The jet disintegr:
slivers in a thunderc.1
sion less than 100 ya
the Burgsma farmhou
tering four windows.
Burned beyond Hee(
The wreckage lay
•pieces, most tiny etao
picked up in one ha
bodies of the passen
crew were burned ant
beyond recognition.
piece of a stewardes
snagged in a tree he
The pilot, Capt.
Hamilton, a 24-year
had given no indicattc
trouble with the plane.
thing appeared to be
absolutely norm
George Lempriere, s
of air traffic contra
airport. "There was t
no indication of an
whatsoever."
There was no Indic
theo plane disintegrated
The craft's "Bin
flight recorder was t
and seat to Mont
analysis. Officials I
would offer clues
tragedy.
The last major Can
crash- the worst on
was Nov. 29, 1963 whe
DC - belonging to Trat
Airlines- Air Canada'
name - crashed n
Therese, Que., killini
aboard,

$
41

CROSSWORD]
ACROSS

FEATURING-

ACHES
*BEARDS_
*WIGS *SYNTHETIC SHAG WIGS *PAGE BOYS
3:* MATERNITY CLOTHES *STYLING 81 CLEANINGI
*AFROS *COMPLETE WIG SERVICE WORK *FAILS
Jo

-

41

20% Discount SHOWING I.D. CARD
To All College Students THE WIG WAREHOUSE
f
41

I MURRAY, KY.

-

•••••••••-

MIAMI, FLA. 41

5,Doctrin
6-Gift
7.Pronou
4-Neer
6 Fake (slang)
8 Kiln
11 Panty
9-A state
1 3.5c5oolboo5
10•Color
15 Teutonic deity
12 Suppos
18 Parts of
14 DOnla Fr
automobile
18 French article
1 7•Choller
19 PRNIOun
20 Ireland
21 Afternoon
23 Bone
I:writes
Not. oi
22 Weight of India 24
25 lamb's
24 Journey forth
name
26 Allowance for
27 Weary
oasts
24 The sun
30 Sicilian
29 Old womanish
sroltartt
31 Wile of GeraInt 32 Mitres
33 Mans name
36 Binds
Ober 't
color
34 Insect eggs
37.Prsofm
plant
36 Woody
PrInt
38 Afternoon (ab(r.)
40 Emrnets
7'1
42 Fonoshed
45 Vast age
47 Cry
49 Booked Slay
SO Cease
52 Country of Mill
'
54 SyrrIb01 for
tantalum
4
SS-Symbol for
tellurium
56 Obstructed
59 Mote of scale
61 Sculptured
likeness
38 :
63 Shot out
suddenly
63.11ollensd
ann1.1105
so
66 Symbol for
yttrium
67 Poem
1 Tyree fefter by

7.2

OOWN
1 (oust ,
3 Prevosrbon

el
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Hassell Over
Dies On Sunday

Final Rites Held For
Mrs. Earl Byer

&
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Youth Killed John McMillen
SEEN & HEARD . ..InVirginia
Accident Near
Egner's Ferry Bridge Dies Suddenly

Hospital Report
JULY 2, 1970
DISMISSALS

Quotes From The News
By UNITRD PRES8 INTERNATIONAL

(Continued From Pass 1)
Mrs. Lunell Crouse, Rte. 1,
BOSTON — Georgia's Gov. Lester Maddox, saying Vice President
and various and sundry other A passing truck driver Is re
John B. McMillen, formerly Benton; Silburn Colson, Rte. 1, Agnew should castigate more, not fewer, people and institutions:
foods have been scrubbed from ported to have found a Virginia
Almo; L. C. Mlller, 1663 College "The West lost the war in Southeast A.S1A because our governthe kitchen floor.
teen-ager at the side of the of Galloway County, was proDr., Murray; Webb Cald- ment and our courts favored, encouraged, excused, compiornised
Terrace
dead
pounced
on
the
at
arrival
Ferry
Egner's
near
road
The high chair has been mov- Bridge in Trigg County around Kettering Memorial Hospital, well, 1613 Belmont, Murray;Glen with and even housed, clothed, employed and financed, both at home
r", mai the Rho, pen is gone. 1:30 a. m, Friday, Jure 26. Th Kettering, Ohio, on Sunday. He MeXtn:ser 001 N. 18th, Murray; and abroad, those who support communism and war against
Mrs. Nell Dodd, Rte. 4, Murray; Americanism, God and country."
use baby bed has been taken youth, apparently a hitchhik was stricken at his home.
The
from the bedroom and the
75
deceased
years
was
Miss Diane Beale, Almo; Willie
inhad suffered massive head
Rte. 1, Box 20, Murray;
of
a
of
age
and
a
Dun,
member
Awl' of diapers three feet high
WASHINGTON —See. William Proxmire, D-Wis., arguing against
juries a short while earlier, af- Baptist
Rte. 1,Hazel; the Pentagon's new automated battlefield system of war:
Cooper,
Ohio.
Joan
in
is gone.
Mrs.
Dayton,
Church
ter being struck by a hit and
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Mrs. Ouida Hall, 1306 Poplar, "Whole villages may be wiped out by seeding areas with airThe dog's water dish is back run vehicle.
Nola McMillen of Kettering, Murray; Mrs. Geneva Kendall, dropped explosive devices designed to kill anyone who ventures
John
Ohio, two step daughters, Mrs 102 Garden, Murray; Mrs. Jean near them."
under the counter in the kit. Trigg County Coroner
apBob Hume and Mrs. Bill Cook Simmons, 812 S. 9th Murray;
:hen and cracker crumbs have R. Vinson, III, said the boy
over
of Kettering Ohio; two step Mrs. Audrey Powell,
19-D Elm
'
been cleaned up across the liv- parently had not been run
BYRON, Ga. — Mayor Ed Green, commenting on the three-day
since there were no other body sons, James Cain and John Wood Court, Paducah; Mrs. Kay
little
ing room.
festival which ended Sunday with lots of litter but with
rock
bedied
youth
injuries. The
Daniel Cain of Canton, Ohio. Adams and Baby Boy, 110 N.9th, incident:
reach
The rag doll, the music box fore an ambulance could
His wife is the sister of Ter- Murray; Mrs. Estelle Hart, Rte. "It's the worst thing that ever happened to this part of the
ry Lawrence of Murray.
Ind the talking doU is gone. the scene.
2, Stewart, Tuans Mrs. Elsie country. I don't I-now if we will ever recover."
He was identified as Floyd
Funeral services will be held Overby, Rte. 1, Almo; Mrs.Loui16,
gone
age
Staton,
has
daughter
Randolph
:tor grand
at the chapel of the J. H. se Ross, Rte. 1, Hardin; Mrs.Ola
BELFAST, Norther n Ireland— Parliament member Austin Currie,
to California with her parents oute 1, Natural Bridge, Va. Churchill Funeral Home Of Jones, Rte. 1, Hazel; Charles
touring Belfast, predicting more trouble for Ulster:
after
home
and the house is strangely
The boy reportedly left
Wednesday at 11 a. M. with Walters, Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. "I believe we are rushing toward civil war, and ft will comaquiet.
several days ago with another Rev Billy G. Turner officiat- Pearl Byerly (Expired), Rte. 1,
this summer."
who
boy and his girl friend
Erin, Tenn.
Nothing breaks the overpower- were attempting to get married Interment will be in the
father
Grove Cemetery with the
ing silence that permeates the in Indiana. The girl's
house. The ‘..amiliar twang of was said to have learned of arrangements by the J. H.
(Continued From Page 1)
and
NO BOth BUT...
the door stops has ceased
the marriage and overtook th friends may call after four
the constant chatter and noise youths and took his daughter
urchin Funeral Home where
employes of Ada Canada and
HONOLULU (UPI) —Police has stopped.
in. today (Monday).
their famllieta riding on compre
back home.
rushed to the Hilton Hawaiian
ny passes.
Staton was apparently tryVillage Hotel Thursday after a As we said, the house is clean
Attempts to Land
horn
ing to hitchhike back
The Montreal to Los Angeles caller reported there had been and straight. . but empty.
when he was struck.
jetliner was attempting to land a car bombing in the parking
State Police are continuin
at Toronto Airport when pieces garaee.
th
into
an
investigation
the
arrived,
officers
When
beg
mysteriously
of the craft
death.
falling off. The outer engine on embarrassed driver admitted
July 29,
Staton was born
the right wing snapped off and the car's accelerator had
(Continued From Page 1) 1953 and was a son of
Floyd
smashed into the grass along jammed and the aide had
Florence Eliza
side the runway and flames lurched into a wall with a loud Allied communiques reported William and
spurted from around the plane. crash, sending the hood flying light action Sunday. American Worley Staton.
to NEW YORK (UPI)—Stocks
taken
The body was
Into the air.
forces killed ZI Viet Cong and Goodwin Funeral Home - and opened mixed in moderate
The DC8, which either had
Vietnamese in four later returned to the F. H. Ra- turnover today.
North
just touched the runway or was
scattered engagements. Spokes- der Funeral Home at Buchan. Shortly after the opening, the
inches away from a landing,
said U.S. casualties were on. Va., for services.
UPI
marketwide indicator
suddeoly climbed back into the St James Court in Louisville men
and 22 wounded.
killed
one
showed a gain of 0.23 per cent
it
feet,
sky. At less than 2,000
contains some of the most magnThe Cambodian high cornon 312 issues crossing the tape.
barreled toward the barley field ificent maacioas from the city's
new waves of
Of these, 131 advanced and 100
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Final rites for Mrs. Earl(PeWord has been received of the arl) Byerly were held Saturday
death of Hassell Oliver of Royal at 240 p.m. at the Scotts Grove
Oak, Mick., who died suddenly Baptist Church with Rev. Leon
while attending church services Penick and Rev. Billy Turner
yea Sdbday about six p.m. He was officiating.
Pallbearers were lackle Byerformerly of Calloway County.
He is survived by one daughter, ly, Cliff Coleman, Billy Coleman,
Mrs. Sue Wilson of Springfield, Joe Ed Boyd, Max Boyd, Tommy
Mo.; one son, Joe Oliver of Spr- Boyd, John Charles McNeely,and
ingfield,Mo.; two sisters, Mrs. Steve McNeely. Burial was lathe
dialeary of Murray Route Murray Memorial Gardens with
Three and Mrs. Claud Steele of the arrangements by the Max H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Murray Route Five.
Mrs. Byerly, age 52, of Route
Funeral services will be held
at the Kinsey-Garrett Funeral One, Erin, Tenn., formerly of
Home, 420 Lafayette, Royal Oak, Calloway County, died Thursday
Mich., on Wednesday at ten tem. at the Murray-Calloway County
Burial will be in a cemetery in Hospital. She is survived by her
husband, one daughter, Mrs.
Royal Oak, Mich.
Donald Crawford, one son, Jerry
Byerly, one sister, Mrs. John
McNeely, and four brothers, Orville, Harold, Melton, and Halfor d Boyd.
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MOVE NOW TO HIGHER INTEREST!

MURRAY BRANCH

HOPIMISMILLE FEDERAL SAYINGS & LOAN ASSN.

PAGE SEVEN
MELUN, France (UPI) —
TOKYO (UPI) —Record rains
When the two men dressed in up to 14 inches have killed 20
electric company uniforms told persons and caused damage
Mrs. Jeanne Dorat, 87, to hold estimated It $10 million in an
open the circuit breaker while area in and around Tokyo, the
they inspected outlets in her national police said today.
house, she thought it was
Police said the rains and the
perfectly natural.
resulting landslides destroyed
After holding the circuit 324 homes flooded more than
breaker open for almost 20 6,000 others and washed out 27
minutes, and not hearing any bridges.
more from
the electrical
workers, she became suspi- and made away with almost
$800 of her savings. They issued
cious.
Police said while Mrs. Dorat a warning to Melun housewives
was holding the circuit breaker to be alert to phony electric
open, the two men were company workers.
breaking open her strong box,

11111Deta.

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Several
sweet pepper producers in the
Bowling
Lcindon, Soma*,
Green areas have reported severe damage to their crops by
bacterial spot.
Sweet peppers, a major agricultural crop in southern Kentucky involving between 2,000
and 2,500 acres, could be lost
or yields severely reduced if
control measures are not taken
SPACE SHUTTLECRAFT MODE TO SE TESTED—Shown in an artist's conception is a manned
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now, according to Dr. A. S. Willsub-scale
version
of
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actual
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bill
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folded
$5
shuttlecraft
to
a
be
saw
by
NASA
at
tested
when
I
Edwards
Air
Woman I know casually
iams, plant pathologist in the
Force Base, Calif. The flights would consist of an air launch of the-craft, use of a prosidewalk. I picked it up. The woman quickly said, "AC/CIE,"
University of Kentucky College 1.Experience
pulsion
system
to
attain higher speeds and altitudes, and a glide landing.
6-Unruly children
which is a word children used years ago in order to lay
of Agriculture.
11 Girl's nitre
claim to something.
The disease symptoms are ye- 12-A continent
-Printer's
This woman said she was entitled to half because she
Also encouraging, the company llow green spots on young leaves 14 measure
woman
grown
epee
a
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was
areas
on
I
15-fleas
)
"ACK1E."
and
dark
water-soaked
had said,
says, is the "qbarp increase
in...unaophisticated short sell- older leaves, Williams said. The 17 downpour
behave that way, but without thinking, I said I'd give her
Registered
nurse (abbr.)
." Thls not only is "aiding spots enlarge and "run togethhalf.
Well I'm back after so long.
Gynt's
the market's internal technical er" to give irregular dead areas 18 Peer
I then changed my mind after telling several people
mother
All the news you hear lately
a
scaldleaves
which
have
programs
sowing
on
the
also
it
is
structure
NA
20-Food
about the incident and they immediately told me she wasn't
is rain and being on the grass.
21 Federal
the seeds of a dynamic turn to ed appearance.
(init.)
agency
entitled to anything.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Vandyke
Severely spotted leaves turn 22 Edible
the upside."
I called this woman and told her that I had given the
and children from Washington
fish
yellow and drop from the plant. 24-Lamprey
--NEW
YORK (UPI)— "The
to charity.
spent the past two weeks with the
Look* at the three months' The disease ,also forms spots 25-Landed
technical
position
of
the
I
market
husband.
woman's
encountered
this
Douglas
Vandykes'
in
Puryear.
The following day I
26 Dealer
moving average it can be seen on the fruit.
28-Motor
Visitors in to see them while is "Maker now, in many critical that "the wholesale price index
said "hello" to him and his reply was, "I don't want to talk
Bacterial spot occurs in some 30 Hog
than
respects,
it
was in June,
here were Mrs. Ella Moors,
Consume
31
to you—you are a pig"
declined progressively since the extent every year but is most 2-Confer
upon
Howard and Ztora, Mrs. Beetle 1942, Ge October, 1966, or even beginning of the year," the severe in prolonged periods of 3
Please advise me whether I waiiifiht in not giving her
35-Slender
whIgtJenkins, Mr. and Mrs. Morris Mardi, 1068," Smilen & Saftan International Statistical Bureau warm, rainy weather, especially 38-Class of
NEW YORKER
half?
vertebrates
Jenkins, son Kenny, Mr. and says. The analyst points to the says. The bureau believes in wind-blovni rains, Williams
consisting of
Mrs. Oman Paschall, Mr. and enormous corporate debt as the
DEAR NEW YORKER: You should have given the
birds
justification for explained.
"there
is
crucial
Federal
item
39
that
will continue
Mrs. R. D. Key, Brother and
woman half—not because she said "Ackie" lin my day, we
Control involves keeping the
end
by
year's
(init.)
concluding"
that
agency
to
depress
the market. It says
Mrs. Warren Sykes, Susan and
41 Roman
said "nibs"). bat because you said you would. I agree, it's a
today's banking system is far "the rate of increase in leaves and fruit protected with
tyrant
Gaylon
MoMitch,
Mr.
and
Mrs,
childish stunt, but that'. beside the point. As for her husband,
ccesumer prices...will hardly a axed copper spray or dust. 42-Mournful
rris, Mr, and Mrs, Ralltdi Galli- lass liquid than in 1966 and "a
Long view
It's easy to see what those two saw in each other. They're
exceed 3 per cent to 3.5 per Put the material on immedia- 43
lot
more
45 Daughters of the
money
"odd
be
more, Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
tely and repeat at '7 to 10 day
American
both juvenile
cent."
needed
to
move
it"
It feels
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn M. Orr and
Revolution
Intervals or as needed to keep
(abbr)
son, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt "such an infeske...would enplant
covered.
the
46
Man's nickname
DEAR ABBY: I beard you speak last Thursday for the
inflation, discourage
and children, Brother TerrySills gender
This may require re-applica- 47-Breathe
Investors from lending long,
49-Symbol for
Pasadena Mental Health association, and while driving home
and family.
tion after heavy rains, he added.
dysprosium
and send interest rates still
I was reminded of this,,little rhyme entitled "WASHOUT," by
Fixed ccpper compounds, are 50-Pour
52
F•dit
Richard
Vance
Mrs,
--Mir and
higher."
recommended at the rate of 6 54 Depressions
visited Brother and Mrs.Warren
POCATELLO, Idaho (UPI) — pounds of a 50 percent compound 55 King of
"I knew whit every limmax needs
E.
F. Hutton & Co. sees the
Sykes Saturday night,
birds
When a water pipe ruptured per acre. Such materials as
As she.peewee, grows older.
Mr. and Mrs.Douglas Vandyke, "improved tone in the bond and caused $25,000 damage to COCS, Tribasic Copper Sulfate,
DOWN
A tree awl iniersianding friend
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Vandyke market" as encouraging be- Idaho State University's new Corona 53, Ortho Copper 53 fun- 1 Muscle that
To lend a wetproof shoulder.
stretches
a part
cause
it
is
"an
Ella
visited
Mrs_
important
and children
is ini-dome sports arena, school gicide, Kocide
101 or others 2-Indetmite
And who, when they shall meet again,
requisite for any significant facials were glum.
Morris Wednesday
ice
art
should prove effective.
Forgets the things she told her."
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn M. Orr turnaround in stock prices."
and son spent last week vacationThat's the way I feel about you
Sincerely,
ing in Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. Vester Paschall
visited Oman P,10ball last SunDEAR ABBY: I am 12 years old and in the 7th grade.
day.
My parents make me go to bed at 8:30 on school nights. This
Mr. and Mais. Charlie Wicker
is very embarrassing to me when someone at school asks me: al Paducah spent the week end at
if saw the good movie on TV last night and I have to say
their home here,
no.
Mrs. Heloise Grooms is visitAn the other kids to my class can stay up until 10 p m. ing with her son and family Mr.
or 10;30. I'm sick of it!
and 'Mrs. Bertlial Grooms in
There is a 'girl who knows me real well and she's spread
Detroit.
Itir. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and
It all over the whole school that I go to bed at 30. What
children spent last week end with
time do YOU think I should go to bed, Abby? I have heard
the Glytua Orr's.
that dumb old saying, "Early to bed, early to rise, makes a
Recent visitors of Mr. and
perlite healthy, wealthy, and wise," but it hasn't done Much
Mrs. Morris Jenkins were Mr.
for me, and besides, they didn't have television then.
and Mrs. Fred Hodgkins and
TO BED WITH THE CHICKENS
children from Rock Island, Dl,
Mr. ahd Mrs. Glynn Easlick from
DEAR TO BED: Of all the reasons for wanting to Is
Davenport, Iowa, Mr. and Mrs.
something. "because everybody else does" Is the weakest.
Pete Oliver of Seaside, Calif.
Every family has its own life style, and your bedtime should
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Jenkins
be when year parents say it is. [P. S. Cheer up—Summer
GOTTA. H U RRY- -- AUNT
from an Air Force base in Texas
vacation is here!)
spent part of June here with their
PctITZ I
IS GOING TO
WHY THE
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Morris
PAINT
OUR
KITCHEN -CONFIDENTIAL TO "HAD IT" IN TULSA: You could
BIG RUSH? k
Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
be right. At a symposium on "THE FUTURE OF CITIES,"
Doyle. While here Mr. and Mrs.
Margaret Mead, the famed anthropologist, put it this way,
Jenkins gave them a dinner in
"At least II per cent
their home. Those present carry-I
the human race doesn't want their
ing a basket lunch were, Mr. anl
mother-in-law within walking distance."
Mrs. Ralph Doyle and children,
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get It Mt
Mrs. Beetle Jenkins, Mr. anti
year chest. Write to ABBY, Box IM7110, Los Angeles, CaL
Mrs. Milford Orr and son, MIS.
'
NM. Far • personal reply enclotte stamped, addressed
Ella Morris, Howard and Zip-I
ora, Mrs. Oman Paschall, Mr
envelope.
and Mrs. R. D. Key, Brother
and Mrs. Warren Sykes ,Stisari
and Mitch, Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon,
Morris, and daughter Michelle,
Mr. and Mrs. FI, Ralph GallimorN
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr, Mr.
and Mrs. Glynn M. Orr and son
LC6ES TEETH
top dentures behind. "He must Rickie.
Mr. and Mrs.R alph Gallimore,
have dropped them in his fright
LOUGHBOROUGH., England
or
excitement," a police Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris and
Michelle Morris visited Omail
(UPI) —Police said a thief who spokesman said.
AN' I Giffi T' ADM I T I
P aschall's Sunday afternoon.
raided an antique shop left his
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FOR RENT

FOUR-BEDROOM, two
brick home, 1000 Sharpe
$115 month. Yearly loam
ply at Ledger and Times

2-BEDROOM apartment, ki
hall mid bath, utilities
Call 753-311168.

of

BUU.DING for automive
Air compressor and hot
furnished, nice office.
Jt
753-3018.

12' x 50' TWO-BEDR003
bile home. Air condit
washer. Nice location. S
summer rates. Phone IX
5370.

THREE-BEDROOlif brick,
Irvan. Phone 492-8283. Jt

20 FT. PONTOON boat. E
day or by the week. Pima
Ju
5754 or 753-8404.
YER MEAN MY
FACE ? NATURALLY
I'M AWARE 01,
SMICE I SEEN
FEEDIN' IT FOR
N SIXTY

10 FT. WIDE two-bedroon
bile home. Air conditionei
tomatic washer,- shady lot
vale drive. 176_00 per n
Ju
Phone 489-3623.

3-BEpROOM HOME, 3%
on east highway, city watt
so 3-room furnished apar
for couple for two mi
Ju
Phone 753-1790.

union
TWO-BEDROOM
house on the corner of 7t.1
Vine. Phone 753-2818, Ju

THREE-ROOM :tarnished .
ment. Private bath, 1415 F
Street, Phone 753-6876.
Ju

HAim - yo'

-so rr444'r

\AM~T IN
VAT MORE'N
PNO-THREE

TAKE MOREN
TWO-THREE

AMNUTILS

HUNDRED

*MRS!!

TWO BEDROOM furnish
partmemt. Zimmerman
ments, South 16th Street. F
Ju.
753-6609.

ONE NICE dining table
formica top and four cl
Ju:
Phone 753-3706.

A GOOD USED electric 1
claire range, white. Phone
Jul
6425.

GARAGE SALE: Housebol
ems, furnishings, clothing
other items, at 1604 Kirk
from 9 till 6, Friday.

BARNYARD BILLBOARD-Barn advertising is effective, say rnral merdialitiNpt
fewer people drive the tllountry roads now. Like covered bridges and the general
'age.
store, a few remain as monuments to the pre-lnierstate route autothotise
,
- 4,4Carrit' Tam Photo

BY OWNER, 1970 Countes:
bile home, 12x60 Phone
Jul
3801 or 489-3511.

TWO-BEDROOM 'house, ce
air and beat.,-Available
Jul
. Phone 753-6610.

•
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NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

SERVICES OFFERED

AUTOS FOR SALE

CASH or good trade in for poor
ALL TRACTOR equipment and UM JEEP, tour Muni &We, CARPENTRY: new or roods&
o/d piano. Leech's Music and
items
call
for
estimates
trade
For
free
or
lag.
sell
Call
wagon,
low mileage, has two tops.
TV. Phone 753-7575. July-7-C
TFC
753-8119
Call
02-8130.
value.
Bucy
Hawley
of equal
761-7860.
Insurance
J
HOME
MOBILE
after 3 p. m.
1987 CHEVROLET Impala Sport PROFESSIONAL Painting. InCertified Wayne
Broad coverwoe, low rates. Call
J.
OLD ANTIQUE Oak mantle. Cosgp V-8, automatic, power terior and exterior. Refer*
'as before you buy. Galloway
Certified Kent
"sharp". Phone 753-4516 after
, air conditioning, 37,- Free intimates. Phone 75341110.
Carry Germs
Insurance & Real Estate Ag•
-NC
Dare
July-3
2-C
Registered
July-1
m.
p.
for
6:00
000 miles. Reason
SPIDERS
ency. Phone 733-3842, Murray,
•
to
going
Vietnam. See or call
Registered Hood
July-11-C
CASH AND CARRY. New load
Are Poison
KY.
COMPLETE MOBILE HOME REBoger Cooper 435-7335.
• carpel Commercial type hi
TERMITES
Solo Herbicide
Bills Mobile
PAIR
SERVICE.
new and
for
July-10-NC
MONEY TO LOAN
Eat Your Home • (tenuity tubber back, $3.95 sq.
Home Repairs all makes and
Inoculation
boats
trucks,
s,
automobile
used
yd.
sq.
63.96
she&
yd. Seery
17 FT INSULATED Van oc models. Call day or night. Calhomes,
FOUND
&
mobile
LOST
motors,
Cash
Highest
and
Pay
We
pile,
bargain
Big
Also in dock.
1958 GitC 2% tan Chatdi. Van vert City 395-7553. Long discampers, camping trailers and
$1.99 sq. yd. and 43.99 sq. yd. LOST: man's Longine watch at body A-1 with metal floor. Ideal tance call collect. Fast eine.
Price for Wheat
motorcycles. See your MFA Init
for anything in pile while
cost.
at
Rectangureasonable
coure.
ient
service
Golf
Kenlake
or contractors, Storage, etc
surance Agent at 203 South 5th
Wets. Paschall's Diecount House, lk face and gold band. $25.00
TFO
k needs motor renair. Best
or call 753-1232.
Hegel, Kentucky 4924733. We reward. If found call 753-1916 offer over $450.00. Phone 753liJuly-8-C
will be open 4th of July.
July-7-P 2700.
July-8-C SAWS FILED, lawn mowers mid
YOU ARE cordially invited to
small appliances repaired and
BODY MAN SPECIAL, 1967
FOR SALE OR RENT: House
attend a gospel meeting with
Old Concord Road
tools sharpened. 512 R.
yard
trailer, 10' a 61', '61 model FOUND: two small part Beagle Buick 4 door, 10,000 actual South 12th Street. Phone 753the Coldwater Church of Christ,
753-4220
Phone
Shane 753-7856 or 733-6231.
female puppies about 8 weekOniles, drive away for $695,00 6067.
July 6-11. Services are at 3
TFC
July-8-C
Augustrl-C old. Phone 753-1833, 903 Payne Cell 436-5570.
o clock each afternoon and at
July-7-C
DRESS MAKING, no alteration&
Street.
7:45 each evening. Mr. 0. D.
BAY GELDING one-half Thorreasonable rates. Call 753-7531.
is the speaker.
IdeKandree
ALL
Quarter,
oughlored, one-half
July-6-P
July-10-C
NOTICE
horse. 3% years old. Moving.'
finishJuly-74
FLOOR SANDING and
Phone 753.4118.
HILTONS factory fresh hearing, new and old floors, work
ing aid batteries for all make
three
used
NER,
AIR CONDITIO
guaranteed, 25 years experience.
aids, Wallis DM
,
hearing
$185.
BTU,
uiontlis, GE, 18,000
John Taylor, Wingo, Kentucky,
July-6-NC
Call 753-5059
Route 2, 42088; phone 376-2996.
FIGHT FATIGUE witb Zippies,
August-7-C
TV ANTENNA and Rotary, one
the great ken pilL 004 $1-98
DIM
year old. Call 753-5820. July-9-P
(Serving America for 95 Years)
July-8-P
WILL DO baby sitting or iron1Holland Drug.
ing in my home. Phone 753l'After July 10 a EP% Penalty REDUCE SAFE and fast with
TWO SCHOOL desk chairs, ba7719.
Offers an exciting opportunity to operate a business of
Will Be Added
by stroller and baby walker.
Vilap "maa qualified Sales oriented
in
So GoSese tablets and
PAVEMENT ART
interested
are
We
own.
your
Phone 7534773.
ter pills", Holland Drug. H-1TP
person with previous retail experience to own and ope173 CC MOTORCYCLE. 2,600
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
YOUNG married couple needs
rate a catalog store in Murray, Kentucky.
condition.
Excellent
miles.
ride to -Florida before -July 13 If you are willing to accept responsibility in return for a
Phone 7534383 dey& July-8-C
Will help on expenses. Call 753Shores,
future in your own business, write giving full personal
TWO LOTS at Panorama
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
„July-8-P
5440 or 753-3330.
qualifications to:
BEAUTIFUL Siamese kittens,
located on Jacks Creek. Call 436
TFNC BEAUTIFUL aiecooditioned 3makes lovely gift. Also stud
2244.
bedroom brick, family room,
service. 1 young male for sale.
EL DEAN WACHS
C. 0. BONDURANT Realty & double carport, stomp room.
POWDER POST BEETLE
July-7-C
Call 753-6258.
Tax Service. Member "Multiple, pony gable. city water, five
Montgomery Ward
Mule deer can travel as fast
1970 YAMAHA 250. Less than
Listing". To buy or sell call acres, paved road. Neer Bentas 35 miles per hour and cover
1.000 miles. Must sell. Phone
753-9954 or res. 753-3480.
Paris, Tennessee
cn, Kentucky. $26,500. Phone
one leap.
July-10-P
753-5255.
TIC 25 feet in
Ju.134.C, 1-602427-8197.

wooire••••••••••••••
CAN YOUR HOME ESCAPE?? ;
•
ROACHES •
••
•

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

NOTICE

MONDAY - JULY 6 1770

& TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY

BOSTON TEB.RIER puppies. six
weeks old. Has been wormed.
Black with white markings.
Father AKC registered, mother
not registered. Will sell reasonable. Call 753-6030 or 753-1790
TFNC
after 5:00 p. m.

SOYBEAN SEED

Murray
Warehousing
Corp.

1

City otitazel
Privilegelicense
am!'razes
Are

MONTGOMERY WARD I CO.

•

•

SILVERFISH

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
the"ugh",
Swat em...stomp'em...spray'em-andstill
.
...insects can be found in the cleanest households

•
the newest homes have crevices and cracksik

•Even
silverfish,w,
that can admit and conceal wood ticks,
X roaches anti all the other "ugh" insects.
Coll Tildes'Fwe FRES 4)
What can you do about it?
Insaiscitaw
;
•
operat
and
owned
tacally
•
We
dcasil
&
y.

Kelle y's Termite.

AKC REGISTERED Toy Apricot
Poodle, six weeks old. Phone
753-9330. Also stud service.
July-8-C

by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts®
PFANI. I,

AKC REGISTERED Collie puppies, seven weeks old. Wormed,
shots. Paducah 443-3693.
July-8-C
THERMOFAX copying machine.
A-1 condition. Can be seen at
Murray Supply or call 753-3381.
July4C

LOOK, CHARLIE BROWN ,THERE'S
A RIOT AT THE DAt9( HILL PUPN
FARM!IT'S ON THE NEWS, EE

A
RIOT!

f3t/T THAT'S WHERE SNOOPS/ igt
HAVE YOU SEEN HIM ?NAVE THEI
SHOWN HIM? WHERE_ 14E7 .

_‘(

ek
It

Vt

C
- 1 ere
4
ellar

Pest Control S'
ortetd3°34Yebosara;s
•
9 4••••••:
••••••44i4011•

17%' FOLROT Kayak,(excellent
fishing boat) complete with pad
dies and life jackets. Also: elide
projector, lenticular projection
screen, 35 mm camera, 31 mm
photo enlarger and some acHELP WANTED
cessories, and portable Zig-Zaa
FOR RENT
sewing machine. Call 753-2778
does
who
FOURBEDROOM, two bath, WANTED: someone
before 8 p. m. or see at 1014
brick home, 1000 Sharpe Street. ironing in their home. Have Payne Street.
July-8-NC
$115 month. Yearly lease. Ap- mostly permanent press items
ply at Ledger and Times. TFC Will deliver and pick up. Call 2% TO 3-TON Westinghouse air
July-3-E conditioner, window unit. Just
753-7820 after 5:00.
2-BEDROOM apartment, kitchen,
like new. Phone 7534273.
ball and bath, utilities paid.
H-ITC
TFNC
$435 to $535
Call 753-3948.
8x40 TWO BEDROOM house
Monthly Starting Salary
BUILDING for automive work. For two representatives to re trailer. 12 ft., 14 ft., and 16 ft.,
Air compressor and hot water present large corporation. Age aluminum boats. Mercury Mark
furnished, nice office. Phone 21 or over, established resident. 20 HP motor. Phone 753-6010.
July-7-C No travel. Our plan includes
July-8-C
753-3018.
life
usid
insurhopsital,
group,
mo-BEDROOM
12' x 50' TWO
ance coverage for you and your CARD PARTY coming up? Rug
bile home. Air conditioned,
family. Also pension and vaca- look terrible. Blue Lustre will
washer. Nice location. Special
tion plan. Must be able to as make them sparkle again. Rent
summer rates Phone 901-642Jisly-7-P sume responsibility. Contact Mr. a shampooer for only $1.00 at
5370.
Smith, Tuesday, July 7th from Big K.
July-11-C
THREE-BEDROOM brick on 312 1 p. m. to 8 la, m. at the Holiday
SpinetFine
-C
in
Storage:
PIANO
July-7
Ky.
July-6-C
Inn, Murray,
Irvan. Phone 492-8283.
Console, stored locally. Reported
20 FT. PONTOON boat. By the IMMEDIATE employment, $140 excellent Responsible person
day or by the week. Phone 753- 00 per wee*. Full time. No lay can take at big saving on low
July-8-C off. Military completed. Phone payment balance. Write M. L
5754 or 753-8404.
July-6-C A. C. Mgr., 431 Irfinginia, Joplin,
Paducah 444-9621.
July-8-P
moedroom
PART TIME work, $3.50 per Mo., 64801.
10 FT. WIDE two-b
bile home. Air conditioned, au- hour. Military completed. Phone 600D USED electric Frigidaire
tomatic washer: shady lot, pri- 444-9621.
414i:•8•C range. White. Please call 753vate drive. $70.00 per month
July-8-C
in 8425.
work
to
Woman
July-3-C WANTED:
Phone 489-3623.
twoone
week.
or
home,
dayga
6 WEEKS OLD black Toy Pood3-BEpROOM HOME, 3% miles Wash, iron and light house le and French Pugs. Call 753Alwater.
cleaning. Above average pay 1246 or see at 503 Olive.
on east highway, city
July-8-P
so 3-room furnished apartment Call 753-7318.
July-8-C
for couple for two months
July-8-P,
Phone 753-1790.
810TIC.
NOTICE
unfurnished
TWO-BEDROOM
and
7th
of
house on the corner
Vine. Phone 753-2818. July-8-C
THREE-ROOM liarnished apartment. Private bath, 1415 Poplar
Street. Phone 753-6876.

TWO BEDROOM furnished apartment. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street. Phone
July-7-C
753-6609.
ONE NICE dining table with
formica top and four chairs
July-7-P
Phone 753-3706
A GOOD USED electric Frig!.
faire range, white. Phone 7$3July-7-C
6425.
itGARAGE SALE: Household
ems, furnishings, clothing and
other items, at 1604 Kirkwood
ITC
from 9 till 6, Friday.
BY OWNER, 1970 Countess mobile home, 12x60 Phone 489July-7-C
3801 or 4893511.

by Ernie Bushmiller

Nancy

Announces the Opening
Of His Office
For the Practice of

GENERAL DENTISTRY

WHAT'S
NEW,
GUS?

MY BABY BROTHER
UNDERSTANDS)
EVERYTHING
I DON'T
YOU SAY
BELIEVE
VT
,

N:11e ti,
c

>"6\17A Ai&
Abbie'N Slats
WHILE BATHLESS , THE
PRESIDENT AND TOP
MILITARY EiRASCo GASP
Al THE SIGHT OF A
PERIsPE(Ver OuRSi)
PW) 41WRAPHED NEAR
CRABTREE CORNERS...

ANNOUNCEMENT

OR. GEORGE C. OAKLEY

DOESN'T AWONE WANT
TO HEAR 0( SPEECH?

,„LET'S SEE WHAT'S'FALL
GOING ON UNDER OUR
TERRITORIAL WATERS...

y

_

A
-

Lil' Abner
bur- I'LL.
E5E-50 IT

WORSF„'!'

/O'LL ESE DESMELLIFIED
Ki TWO OR
THREE
HUNDRED

YARS -

at
201 South 5th Street
Office Hours By Appointment
Phone 753-8535

TWO-BEDROOM -house, central
air and heat , Available August
July-8-P
1st. Phone 753-6610.

,

-by Al Capp
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY

MONDAY — JULY I. 1170
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Now e
with.
WILBUR
was is
Tomato

Short Sleeve and
Long Slew* Dross
Shirts 300

Mr. Je
were
some
up. Ai
tomato
mike
Store.

A Brim
back y
to catc
away.

Fog th
A beat
the stu
Knit Shirts.. Repko
5.11 to ILN -11 to
SIM off

Dress Slacks 30 to SI%
off

Thurmi
good tl

Hs pol
ential
monstii
says ti
bout t1
that ar

"There'
bout U
that Ai
let the
east Ai

"Thom'
bout u
bonclor
to pmln
lowing
leave tl
rade in

"Thoni'l
bout
criminal
Vice 1
Our "Famous" Wash &
Wear Bargain Table
Is Stacked with 3.10
bargains

ising B:
ting ft

"Thero'i
bout pr
and urs
marijua
agent.

"There's
Big Rack of Bolts
at $2.00 each

(Cord

WE)
than

West
warm tc
night, 1
end war
&cation
needay
upper 8
6 to 1:
tonight

K.
Kenti
measurf
A utbori
with p
tonight..
Scott Fi
Eggners
Kentuck
Kentuck

—SUITS -3.1. Priest

o
0.

—SPORT COATS—

Sale Price

111.11 .....___..—_z_______;__________ wag
-72.00
52.51
75.00
......
--` 52.5I
80.00 _________....__
—...
—»51.11
•
8500
U.01
120 00
COO
70.00
80.01)
85.00

_
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